Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Meeting of the Board of Directors to be held online from 2pm on Friday 5 March 2021

Agenda
1.2021.01 PRELIMINARIES
(a) Present
(b) Apologies
(c) Minutes of the previous meeting of the Fèisean nan Gàidheal Board
(d) Matters arising
1.2021.02 DEVELOPMENT ISSUES
(a) Progress in implementing Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Programme of Work
(b) Staff Progress Reports
(c) Blas 2020
(d) Programme from December onwards
(e) Programme Plan 2022-27
1.2021.03 FINANCIAL ISSUES
(a) Income and Expenditure 2020-21
(b) Bank balances and up-to-date information
(c) Management Accounts to 31 December 2020
(d) Draft budget 2021-22
(e) Grants to Fèisean 2020-21 and 2021-22
(f) Funding Agreements
(g) Balancing funding to 31 March 2021

For Agreement

For Noting and Discussion
For Noting and Discussion
For Noting and Discussion
Verbal for Noting and Agreement
Presentation for Noting and Agreement

For Noting and Discussion
Verbal for Noting
For Noting and Discussion
For Agreement
For Noting
For Discussion and Agreement
Verbal for Agreement

1.2021.04 STAFFING ISSUES
(a) Up to date information

Verbal for Noting

1.2021.05 OPERATIONAL ISSUES
(a) Online Meetings: Governing Document
(b) 2021 Conference
(c) Creative Scotland Funds: Tasgadh and Maoin nan Ealan Gàidhlig
1.2021.06 OTHER
(a) Confirmation of date for the next meeting: 21.05.2021
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For Noting and Agreement
Verbal for Discussion and Agreement
For Noting

For Agreement

Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors held online via Zoom on Friday 11
December 2020 from 2pm
4.2020.01
(a)

PRELIMINARIES
Present
Anna Murray (Chair), Anne Macaulay, Carola MacCallum, George Stoddart, Katie Macinnes, Sarah
Jane Shankland, Colin Sandilands, Alistair Paul, Siobhan Anderson (Creative Scotland), Arthur
Cormack (Attending), Calum A Macmillan (Attending), Anne Willoughby (Attending), Eilidh
Mackenzie (Attending), Luke Slater (Attending)
Simultaneous translation was provided by Angus Macleod.

(b)

Apologies
Kirsty MacDougall, Angela Mack, Caroline Swanson (Argyll & Bute Council), Duncan MacNeil
(Argyll & Bute Council), Morag Anna MacLeod Mitchell (Highland Council), Lena Walker (Highland
Council), Mairi Buchanan (HIE).

(c)

Minutes of the previous meeting of Fèisean nan Gàidheal Board
Minutes of the meeting held on 26 September 2020 had been circulated.
The minutes were approved as a true record of the meeting, proposed by Colin Sandilands and
seconded by Anne Macaulay.

(d)

Matters Arising
There were no matter arising.

4.2020.02
(a)

DEVELOPMENT ISSUES
Progress in implementing Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Programme of Work
A report by Arthur Cormack on the programme of work for the second quarter of 2020-21 had
been circulated.
It was reported that a few outcomes were still uncertain but there was confidence we would be
able to deliver the majority of activities online. The most problematic would be residential events
and those which involved people gathering, but new methods of delivery are being explored.
In relation to grants for Fèisean, it was recommended that we should not seek applications for
funding this year. Instead, it was proposed that the sum granted in 2020-21 would be allocated
to each Fèis for 2021-22 as a starting point and flexibility would be exercised once it becomes
clear what the Fèisean may be able to deliver.
Board members agreed to affording flexibility to the team to allocate funds to Fèisean when
needed and noted the content of the quarterly report.

(b)

Programme from October and Forward plans
Arthur Cormack, Eilidh Mackenzie and Calum Macmillan gave a presentation, the first part on the
main activities which had taken place since the previous meeting.
Various projects were highlighted and Board members were very happy with the breadth of work
which had progressed despite the Covid-19 restrictions.
The second part of the presentation outlined what needed to be done in the coming months to
ensure as much as possible of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s programme could be delivered. A range of
activities were highlighted and it was agreed that regular dialogue with Fèis organisers should be
a priority as well as supporting work they could do themselves or in collaboration with Fèisean
nan Gàidheal.
It was agreed that a PDF copy of the presentation should be circulated to Board members
following the meeting for their retention.
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(c)

Staff Progress Reports
Progress Reports from staff had been circulated and Board members noted their content.
The Chair thanked everyone on behalf of the Board for all their hard work.

(d)

Getting to know the organisation: Presentation by Angus Macleod
A presentation was given by Angus Macleod, Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Drama Officer, which
outlined the wide range of work in which he had been involved during the last few months
including his work on the film ‘Eliza’ and the upcoming pantomime.
Board members thanked Angus for all of his work and for the presentation.

(e)

Creative Scotland Funds: Tasgadh and Maoin nan Ealan Gàidhlig
Minutes from the meetings held to agree grants from Tasgadh and Maoin nan Ealan Gàidhlig had
been circulated for information.
Arthur Cormack gave a verbal update on these funds devolved from Creative Scotland and it was
noted that applications for a further round of each scheme were open at present.

4.2020.03
(a)

FINANCIAL ISSUES
Income and Expenditure 2020 - 21
A report prepared by the Executive Manager, Anne Willoughby, had been circulated showing
income and expenditure with transactions to 30 November 2020.
This was noted by Board members.

(b)

Bank balances and up-to-date information
The current balances were:
• Current Account - £4,156.65
• High Interest Account - £698,536.23
• Blas Account - £4,510.17
• Development Account - £8,525.07
The sums were noted by Board members.
Anna Murray enquired as to progress with opening accounts in other banks, as previously
agreed, to spread the risk should any one of them find themselves in difficulties.
Anne Willoughby outlined the obstacles encountered, with several banks not interested in part of
our business and banks more or less suspending the opening of new accounts to concentrate on
existing customers during the Covid pandemic.
George Stoddart agreed it was difficult for charities to open new accounts at present and Siobhan
Anderson undertook to enquire within Creative Scotland if there were any banks, other than the
recognised high street ones, which other arts organisations had found amenable.
Arthur Cormack confirmed the potential risk of having a large sum of money in one bank was
recognised and that seeking a solution would be prioritised. This was noted by the Board.

(c)

Management Accounts to 30 September 2020
Management Accounts to 30 September 2020, prepared by Mann Judd Gordon, had been
circulated.
The content was noted by Board members.

(d)

Grants to Fèisean 2020-21
A list of grants agreed for Fèisean had been circulated and it was reported that payments are
being made to Fèisean as their online activities happen.
The Board were content with this and noted the sums paid and outstanding.
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(e)

Funding Agreements
A report by Arthur Cormack had been circulated updating members on the status of Fèisean nan
Gàidheal’s main funding agreements.
§
§
§

Siobhan Anderson outlined the current position with regard to Creative Scotland and the
process for agreeing 2021-22 funds
Arthur Cormack had requested an extension of funding for a year from HIE to bring our
agreement with them in line with those of other funders
He had also contacted Comhairle nan Eilean Siar to initiate a discussion on partnership
opportunities.

The report and the additional points were noted by the Board.
2.2020.04
(a)

STAFFING ISSUES
Up to date information
It was agreed that Arthur Cormack should initiate a conversation with Comhairle nan Eilean Siar
about support for the employment of a Development Officer to support the Western Isles
Fèisean.

4.2020.05
(a)

OPERATIONAL ISSUES
Carbon Reduction Plan 2018-21: Annual Report
A report had been circulated outlining progress with the implementation of our Carbon Reduction
Plan.
Creative Carbon Scotland had reported back on our carbon emissions from 2019-20 and had
allocated an overall rating of 13 (out of 15, up from 12 last year) against their evaluation criteria
- which is ‘good’.
The current year had seen greatly reduced travel for staff, Board members and tutors, due to
COVID restrictions, and this would no doubt have a positive, though perhaps ‘one off’, effect on
the carbon emissions recorded for 2020-21.

4.2020.06
(a)

Other
Confirmation of date of the next meeting and other 2021 meetings
The 2021 meeting dates were set as follows:
• Friday 5 March
• Friday 21 May
• Friday 24 September (including AGM and Conference)
• Friday 10 December
It was agreed that Friday afternoons were the most suitable times for future Board meetings
but that we could be flexible if this changes in the future.
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Progress in implementing Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Programme of Work
Agenda Item: 1.2021.02(a)

Reason for paper
To update members on progress with Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Programme of Work for the third quarter of 2020-21 to 31 December 2020.

Background
This report covers the period above, and outlines progress against the performance indicators - or outputs - set against measures within Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s (FnG)
Programme Plan by our main funders - Creative Scotland (CS), Highlands & Islands Enterprise (HIE), Bòrd na Gàidhlig (BnG), Highland Council (HC) and Argyll & Bute
Council (ABC) - in agreements with those bodies.
We use a ‘RAG’ system - Red, Amber & Green - the status of each of which is as follows:
Red
Not presently on track, and measures to restore progress not yet in place - danger that targets may be missed
Not presently on target, but with measures in place to restore progress
Amber
On target
Green
In addition, the following colour coding links each output to Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Programme Plan 2018-21:
Support and Development of
Fèisean
Ref

Enhancement of Skills &
Creative Talent

Enhancement of Gaelic Arts &
Culture in Creative Learning
Programme
Plan
Measure

Audience Development
and Engagement

Governance and Staffing

Progress

Creative Scotland Ambition
Excellence and experimentation across the arts, screen and creative industries is recognised and valued
CS1
Funding for new developments through a Fèis Development
No payments have been made to the end of Q3.
Fund.
£5,000 is earmarked for Fèis Bharraigh’s 40th Anniversary celebrations, but not paid
as yet.
CS2
If funding allows, strategic support for Fèisean wishing to
With additional support from the Scottish Government, we have funded an
expand and sustain a year-round programme of work.
additional programme being organised by Fèis Bharraigh to celebrate its 40th
anniversary, much of which will now be postponed until 2021.
Some of the Fèisean had to scale back their work due to the Covid pandemic.
However, a lot of collaboration has been going on to ensure Fèis activities are
available online.
CS3
Support for new and experimental work in the Gaelic arts.
A whole range of new Gaelic arts activities were organised by Fèisean nan
Gàidheal’s team and delivered online in the period between the Easter and
Christmas holidays as part of the #cleachiaigantaigh initiative.
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Status

CS4

Support for new Gaelic song writing.

CS5

Opportunities for artists to develop writing skills through new
commissions.

CS6

The organisation of an annual Gaelic Drama Summer School.

Everyone can access and enjoy artistic and creative experiences
CS7
Regular funding for Fèis activities through a Grants Scheme
for Fèisean with a commitment to paying tutors MU minimum
rates if sufficient funding is available.

CS8
CS9

CS10

The lending of instruments for free use at the Fèisean from
our Musical Instrument Bank.
The central administration of a PVG scheme to ensure
protection for children and vulnerable adults.

Provision of additional financial assistance, where required, to
ensure access for those with additional support needs.

It is expected this work will continue in the new year, certainly for as long as
schools remain closed.
Bothan nan Òran was delivered between October and December with Mary Ann
Kennedy, James Hind, Robbie MacLeòid and Nick Turner directing the course.
Some of the songs created will now be recorded professionally and made available
online.
Four new Gaelic songs, commissioned by Fèisean nan Gàidheal, featured in the
final night performance at the Blas Festival in November.
Three new Christmas/New Year songs were commissioned and distributed to
schools. They also featured during the online public performance of the Gaelic
pantomime in December.
We advertised a commission for a new Gaelic song to add to the traditional ones
published weekly as part of the 2020 Coasts and Waters project. The commission
was awarded to Rachel Walker.
We also offered commissions to three other composers whose songs were
performed at Blas as well as to Mike Vass who produced a performance featuring
more than 30 Fèis participants for Blas.
In common with much of our programme, the Gaelic Drama Summer School took
place online in July under the direction of Lana Pheutan and Angus Macleod with 6
participants.
Grants to Fèisean were agreed by Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Board in February.
However, the majority of them have not been paid out since a lot of activity was
cancelled or postponed due to Covid-19.
Instead, grants totalling £112,496 have been paid to Fèisean running classes online
and we collaborated with local Fèisean to ensure there was Fèis activity available
each week of the school holidays, including October.
The majority of the funds committed to Fèis grants will be retained to ensure there
is financial support available to support the Fèisean in re-establishing their work
once that is permissible.
Demand for instruments has levelled out this quarter due to a bit less activity than
in Q2.
This continues to be done centrally and we continue to carry out disclosure checks
for individual Fèisean. 30 were processed to the end of Q3.
We are currently looking at the implications of the new Disclosure (Scotland) Act
which has yet to be implemented. It looks as if we will have to revert to a system of
carrying out checks on tutors and volunteers every five years.
Additional funding is available on demand for carers and/or additional tutors to
ensure access for young people with additional support needs. No Fèisean have
required this support to the end of Q3.
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CS11

Regular engagement with local Fèisean through Lead
Officers, an annual conference and regional gatherings, as
appropriate.

Our team of Development Officers have worked extremely well in communicating
regularly with their portfolio of Fèisean to ensure they were being properly
supported during the Covid-19 crisis.
Our AGM and conference was held online on 25 September.
An opportunity was offered to Fèis organisers - Cothrom Còmhraidh/Fèis Organiser
Meet-up – from which came plans for an online session on working with children
with additional needs, scheduled for January.
CS12
Drama workshops and programmes with Meanbh-Chuileag
A new film, Eliza, was created to support Meanbh-Chuileag activity in schools after
(Gaelic medium or Gaelic related).
the October holidays. The film was shown followed by a live workshop to discuss
some of the issues it raised.
The film was extremely well received with lots of press coverage and a public
screening during Blas.
CS13
Gaelic language work at Fèisean with Sgioba G.
No such assistance has been required to the end of Q3. However, the whole
#cleachiaigantaigh programme was delivered through the medium of Gaelic and,
where needed, assistance was offered with terminology.
CS14
Development and delivery of a series of early years Gaelic
Early years Hùb Hàb activities were offered live online as part of the
medium arts activities including music, song, drama and
#cleachiaigantaigh initiative.
puppetry.
A collection of Hùb Hàb song videos have been recorded and made available free
online through FèisTV.
Plans are being developed for Hùb Hàb activities in Q4 after the Christmas break.
CS15
Mini-Fèisean in schools and communities to ensure
Due to Covid-19, the mini-Fèis in Portree High School was not held in Q1 as normal.
knowledge of and participation in Gaelic culture
We are considering how an event like this could be delivered online, perhaps in
collaboration with e-Sgoil.
CS16
Continuation of support for local Fèis performances.
A number of Fèis concert performances were streamed online to the end of Q3
which took in the school summer and October holiday periods. Fèis Bharraigh
streamed a cèilidh as part of its 40th anniversary celebrations in Q2,
CS17
If funding allows, continue to run a Traditional Arts Small
Applications for the first round of 2020-21 Tasgadh grants was 23.10.2020 with the
Grants Scheme on behalf of Creative Scotland.
second deadline set for 29.01.2021.
Places and quality of life are transformed through imagination, ambition and an understanding of the potential of creativity
CS18
Continue support for local organisers paid through
As is the case with grants detailed in CS7, these funds have not yet been disbursed.
Annualised Hours as part of our Grants Scheme for Fèisean.
CS19
Assistance for community groups wishing to establish new
There has been no enquiries from groups to the end of Q3.
Fèisean.
CS20
Participation in initiatives that will lead to employment for
Our annual Cèilidh Trails did not be run due to Covid-19. However, we ran an
young people in the arts and creativity.
online Fèis Alba in July, with sessions for 30 young people on dealing with issues of
employment versus self-employment, music rights and performance skills. There
was an excellent joint performance, recorded remotely, streamed at the end of the
week.
Young singers taking part in Fuaran have been paid for the rights to their
performance and recordings of the songs collected and learned.
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CS21

CS22

Organisation and development of the annual Blas Festival
including a new commission and expansion into new areas.

Many of our tutors, or shadow tutors, are young people who rely on employment
at Fèisean. Over £120k was paid to artists who lost work as a result of the Covid-19
lockdown, many of them young people, and a range of work has continued in R3.
Creative Scotland awarded us an additional £30k which should allow us to enable
up to 6 Fèisean to employ a musician-in-residence. Mentoring young people in
tutoring skills will be a requirement of this programme.
Blas took place in November, culminating in St Andrew’s Night on 30th.
A commission was offered to Mike Vass to work with young people from the
Fèisean to produce a performance – A’ falbh ann am bàta/Leaving in a Boat - for the
opening night of the festival. Over the 11 days of the festival the following events
were offered:
• 12 evening concerts
• 3 late-night Facebook cèilidhs
• 3 Gaelic drama performances
• 2 Gaelic song sessions
• 3 talks delivered in Gaelic
• A series of workshops for both adults and children
• A music programme for schools
• A Gaelic drama programme for schools
A list of the concerts and workshops which took place can be viewed at
www.blas.scot. A full output report will be available to Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s
Board in March 2021.
Residential opportunities this year had to be cancelled due to Covid-19 restrictions.

Residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community
activities delivered in Gaelic.
Ideas are brought to life by a diverse, skilled and connected leadership and workforce
CS23
The continuation of strategic and practical support through a
Each of our Development Officers has a portfolio of Fèisean they support. The
network of Development Officers each with a portfolio of
team is flexible and they assist each other at peak times as well as taking the lead
Fèisean.
on certain projects.
With the cancellation of some Fèis events, the officers were especially busy
working with the Fèisean to ensure payments to tutors who lost work due to the
Coronavirus outbreak.
The team got involved in developing a range of activities, including Gaelic singing
sessions for all ages, sessions on gnàthasan-cainnt to enrich young people’s
vocabulary, a programme of Gaelic medium musical instrument lessons and a
series of talks related to Gaelic culture all as part of the #cleachiaigantaigh
initiative.
The team was involved in collaborating with Fèisean to ensure Fèis events
happened online during school holiday periods and #cleachiaigantaigh has
continued during Q3.
See also CS11.
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CS24

Development and revision of policies that should be adopted
across the Fèis movement to ensure high quality organisation
and provision of arts activities.

CS25

Provision of insurance giving Fèisean public liability cover and
cover for all aspects of their arts activities.
Regular training available on demand for Fèis organisers to
ensure they have the skills to run their events as
professionally as possible.
Regular training for the staff of Fèisean nan Gàidheal and
individual Fèisean.
Assistance with creative writing through drama work and
bespoke courses.

CS26
CS27
CS28

CS29

Participation in cooperative working to offer further
progression to individual young people.

Scotland is a distinctive creative nation connected to the world
CS30
Assistance with the implementation by the Fèisean of our
Gaelic Language Policy.
CS31

Support for summer Fèis Cèilidh Trails.

Fèisean nan Gàidheal continues to develop a range of policies, most of which are
available for adoption by individual Fèisean. Several were revised over the past
year and this work will be continuous.
Procedures have been put in place to ensure the risk of spreading Covid-19 at
events organised by Fèisean nan Gàidheal is managed.
A review was carried out and revisions made to the guidance on Disclosure
checking.
Insurance is provided for all Fèisean as part of their membership package which
covers all risks relating to their activities.
13 training sessions for Fèis organisers were held to the end of Q3.
There have been 11 training sessions involving members of staff to the end of Q3.
Creative writing formed part of Sgoil Shamhraidh Dràma activities in July.
Our Drama Officer, Angus Macleod, put his own writing skills to good use in a
series of drama activity videos which have been made available free online
through FèisTV.
Angus Macleod wrote the script for Eliza, a new film used as part of MeanbhChuileag school activities.
Angus Macleod also wrote the script for the 2020 Gaelic Panto, Ròs Bhàn agus na
Seachd Sìthichean, which was distributed to schools in December.
During the summer and in October, Fèisean nan Gàidheal collaborated with local
Fèisean, at the time they would normally be happening, to ensure there was an
online Fèis available during school holiday periods.
In addition, Fèis Phàislig and Fèis Arainn organised their own online Fèisean with
financial assistance from Fèisean nan Gàidheal.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal collaborated closely with Bòrd na Gàidhlig and Comunn na
Gàidhlig on the #cleachiaigantaigh initiative during Q1 and Q2 and this continued
in Q3.
Finlay MacLennan is continuing his YoungScot placement to get a flavour of what
is involved in working in Fèisean nan Gàidheal.
Luke MacLeod also undertook a summer placement and was involved in a range of
our activities.
The implementation of our Gaelic Policy is a condition of grant funding.
We offer help to Fèisean with translations, training and bilingual publicity materials
on demand and monitor their use of Gaelic in publicity materials etc.
Our annual Cèilidh Trails did not go ahead due to Covid-19.
However, the young people who would have been involved benefitted from the
training offered through the online Fèis Alba which will be of use next year. See
CS20 above.
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CS32

Organisation and development of the annual Blas Festival
including a new commission and expansion into new areas.

CS33

Promoting Fèis participation in national events and themed
years.

CS34

Participating in showcasing opportunities in Scotland and
abroad as and when opportunities arise or can be created

CS35

Ensuring our work is available to a wide audience through
various media.

See CS21 above. Expansion to new areas was not possible since the festival was
online. However, the online format enabled the festival to reach audiences in
many other countries than is normally the case.
We undertook a year-long Gaelic song project for the 2020 Year of Coasts and
Waters involving Gaelic singers from the Fèisean as well as some more established
singers. The project was funded by the Scottish Government and Jo MacDonald
delivered the text for the songs and relevant background information. New
recordings of all the songs were commissioned and 50 were posted to the end of
Q3.
Due to Covid-19 restrictions, there were few showcase opportunities to the end of
Q3. However, more than 30 Fèis participants took part in the commission offered
to Mike Vass which was showcased on the opening night of Blas.
With the Covid-19 outbreak we had to move as much as possible of our
programme to online delivery. Because we have been working with digital media
for some time, this was not as challenging as it might have been and the majority
of the online events we have been offered have been extremely successful.
We made our ‘Oide’ online music tuition site free to access during the Covid-19
lockdown.
The #cleachiaigantaigh initiative has enabled us to support more work through the
medium of Gaelic and, since the sessions were all online, to reach a wider audience,
including people from abroad.
Blas 2020 was delivered digitally through a series of livestreamed events, some
paid-for and some free and reached audiences across the world.

Creative Scotland Connecting Themes
Creative Learning: We want to be a learning organisation and encourage others to do the same. Learning is fundamental to ensuring that future generations are
equipped to build on today’s successes as well as innovate on their own terms.
CS36
Regular training in teaching skills for tutors allowing them to
12 online CPD sessions were held for primary teachers to assist with Gaelic
progress through various levels and, where possible, gain
teaching.
accreditation.
We were commissioned to offer a series of training sessions for a consortium of
local authorities across Scotland to encourage primary teachers to teach Gaelic as a
second language.
CS37
Regular Gaelic language training for Fèis tutors to ensure an
Gaelic language sessions were offered to Fèis tutors online during Q2 and we have
increase in Gaelic use in line with the implementation of our
been discussing a more structured course to be devised and delivered by Joy
Gaelic policy.
Dunlop in Q4.
CS38
Initiatives to include more young people in decision-making.
Two youth representatives have been recruited to Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Board
and have attended the last three meetings.
As noted in CS29 above, two young people are involved in the running of various
activities as part of their placements.
CS39
Utilise the talents of young people in developing and running
See CS38.
events in particular, but not exclusively, during the 2018 Year
of Young People and thereafter.
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CS40

Provision of digitisation, collecting and transcribing skills for
young people.

CS41

Provision of performance skills training for young people.

CS42

Provision of music business skills training for young people.

CS43

Promotion of Fèisgoil as a coherent service offering creative
learning opportunities across a number of art forms.

CS44

Traditional Music classes in schools though the Youth Music
Initiative (YMI) and other programmes such as Mòd
Academies.

CS45

Deliver Blasad Gàidhlig - programmes for schools requiring an
introduction to Gaelic language and public bodies requiring
Gaelic awareness training.

CS46

Establishment of Beairteas – a scheme to match Gaelic
speakers with schools and community groups to enrich
language and cultural experiences.
Residential opportunities for community activities delivered
in Gaelic.
CPD in Gaelic arts and culture for school teachers.

CS47
CS48

A record 18 young singers enrolled for Fuaran 2020 and a number of online
training workshops have been ongoing. Much of the research they were required
to do was conducted online, or at a distance, so this particular project has not been
disrupted too much at the moment.
The Fuaran singers took part in an online cèilidh/singing session during Blas and
will be recording their songs as soon as that can be done.
All Fèis participants and young people who participate in our music and drama
work gain performance skills.
More formal performance skills training were included in the activities at Fèis Alba
in July.
Fèis Alba in July had specific sessions on music business and setting up as a
business/self-employed contractor.
To the end of Q3, Fèisgoil delivered a range of activities as part of the
#cleachiaigantaigh initiative, including Early years Gaelic medium activities, Gaelic
drama workshops, Blasad Gàidhlig Gaelic language lessons for learners and
children in GME, Beairteas sessions to enrich the language used by young people, a
weekly online café with guests to inspire teenagers to use their Gaelic and
Caraidean Còmhraidh (blether buddy) sessions for small groups of young people to
use their language skills.
#cleachiaigantaigh has continued in Q3 but on a different basis since young
people have been in school and did not have the same freedom to participate in
events.
Traditional music tuition has now begun in all Highland Council primary schools
with the renewal of our agreement with High Life Highland. Delivery is online and
our Fèisgoil Manager organised training for tutors and providers to ensure they
could comply with the new way of working and become acquainted with the
Google Classroom software using in Highland schools.
Work had just begun on the 2020 Mòd Academy when the Coronavirus lockdown
caused school closures and this work is now on hold with the 2020 National Mòd
rescheduled for Inverness in 2021. We are looking to begin delivering this online in
Q4.
See CS43 for Blasad Gàidhlig.
The future of this work in some local authority areas is uncertain, due to due
expected pressures on local authority budgets following the Covid-19 crisis.
However, we are delighted that Falkirk Council has decided to continue and we are
offering online delivery of Blasad Gàidhlig sessions.
See CS43 above.
See CS22 above.
See CS36 and CS37 above.
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Equalities and Diversity: We aim to put equalities and diversity at the heart of all our activity enabling people from different backgrounds, from diverse communities and
of all ages to access increased opportunity through access to arts and culture
CS49
Further development of Gaelic medium Fèisean.
The majority of Fèisean now offer at least some of their activities through the
medium of Gaelic and some are entirely in Gaelic.
It is hoped the new Fèis na Linne will be developed further once face-to-face
activities are permitted again.
One positive outcome of the Covid-19 lockdown and the move to online delivery is
that we have been able to organise and offer a lot more Gaelic medium music
tuition than might normally have been the case.
CS50
Development of a new Equalities, Diversity and Inclusion Plan
We continue to deliver our 2018-21 Equalities, Diversity and Inclusion Plan. An
for 2018-21 building on experience from implementing the
annual progress report was presented to the Board at their September meeting
2015-18 plan.
and members were happy with progress to date.
Online delivery due to Covid-19 has enabled us to reach people we have not
reached previously and this has been a positive aspect in terms of inclusion and
equality.
Environment: Climate change is one of the most significant challenges that faces us today. We want to ensure that we work in as sustainable a manner as possible and
that the arts, screen and creative industries in Scotland do the same
CS51
Continue to record carbon emissions.
Staff and Board members routinely record carbon emissions as do tutors employed
directly by Fèisean nan Gàidheal.
Due to Covid-19 it is expected that our carbon emissions will have reduced with no
staff travel and home working having been the norm.
CS52
Develop a Carbon Management Plan for 2018-21.
The actions for 2019-20 in our Carbon Management Plan were delivered as they
were in 2020-21. An annual progress report was presented to the Board at their
December meeting and members were happy with progress to date.
Digital: Digital technology offers exciting opportunities for creativity, society and the economy in Scotland
CS53
Dissemination of news through our website, to media
The majority of our communication was carried out digitally previously and this
contacts and through regular, digital newsletters.
has certainly been the case during Q1 to Q3. Newsletters are distributed
electronically and we use our website, social media and Mailchimp to promote
events and other initiatives digitally.
CS54
Production of new Gaelic and traditional music resources.
See CS35 for ‘Oide’.
A range of new resources had to be developed and made available at very short
notice during Q1 and Q2 and music, drama and early years resources are now
available on the FèisTV YouTube channel.
See CS12 relating to a new film used in schools.
CS55
Digitisation of existing teaching and other resources to
Ceòl nam Fèis 1 and 2 have been published as content-rich e-books available on the
ensure greater access to them.
Apple Store with other formats to follow before the end of Q4.
CS56
The collection and digitisation of traditional Gaelic songs.
See CS40 above for Fuaran.
Fèis Alba participants had sessions on researching and using Gaelic songs and
tunes from their locality.
Our 2020 Year of Coasts and Water project has augmented our online collection
creating an excellent Gaelic resource.
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CS57

Launch downloadable app that will promote events and be a
Gaelic learning tool.
CS58
Ensuring our work is available to a wide audience through
various media, in particular FèisTV.
Quantitative Information
Jobs created/retained
49.4 Inward investment/public
FTE (84.5/21)
sector leverage to HIE area
(£4.4m)
Grants to Fèisean
£112,496 Other Grants
Cultural events staged
(1,441)
New/Improved
services/amenities (3)

477 Accredited skills
development programmes
delivered (264)
1 Industry wide business
collaboration projects
completed (1)
1 Sector policy outcomes
delivered (5)

This is now available here (Apple App Store) and here (Android).
See CS35.
FèisTV was fully utilised during Blas 2020 in November.
£1,018,144
£30,000

Projects supporting the
Gaelic economy (1)
HIE Deliverables
Enhancement of Gaelic arts and culture in creative learning/Fèisgoil service
HIE1
Continued promotion of Fèisgoil as a coherent service
offering creative learning opportunities across a number of
art forms.
HIE2
Tours in Gaelic of historical and heritage sites across Scotland.
HIE3
Supporting active participation for early years groups through
Hùb Hàb.
HIE4
Gaelic song and Gaelic related drama in schools where Gaelic
is not taught to ensure children gain knowledge of Gaelic
language and culture.
HIE5
Provide residential opportunities for community activities
delivered in Gaelic.
HIE6
Professional learning opportunities in Gaelic arts and culture
within mainstream education.
HIE7
Gaelic translation and proof reading for the Fèisean.
HIE8
HIE9

Deliver traditional Music in schools though the Youth Music
Initiative (YMI) and other programmes such as Mòd
Academies.
Establishment of Beairteas – a scheme to match Gaelic
speakers with schools and community groups to enrich
language and cultural experiences.
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Increase in turnover
(£360k)
Participants/Learners in Fèis
Activities
Improved conditions for
sectoral growth (1)

£111,888
5,877
1

0

Community infrastructure
projects completed (2)

0

0

Academic infrastructure
projects completed (1)

0

Number of volunteers (640)
Audience at Fèis concerts & other
events (online audiences)
Products/processes
developed (4)
Community groups/individual
Fèisean located in HIE with
increased capacity (40)
International Work

See CS43 and CS44 above.
No activity to the end of Q3.
See CS14 above.
See CS12, CS15 and CS44 above.
See CS22 above.
See CS42 above.
Assistance with straightforward Gaelic translations and proofing is offered to
Fèisean on a regular basis in pursuit of delivery of our Gaelic Language Policy.
See CS44 above.
See CS46 above.
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137
112,086
1
0
3

HIE10

Establish Blasad Gàidhlig - programmes for schools requiring
an introduction to Gaelic language and public bodies
requiring Gaelic awareness training.
HIE11
Establish a new initiative supporting Gaelic drama workshops
and performance programmes for Gaelic learners.
Support and development of Fèisean
HIE12
Provide funding for Fèis activities through a Fèisean Grants
Scheme.
HIE13
Continuation of strategic and practical support through a
network of Development Officers each with a portfolio of
Fèisean.
HIE14
Capacity building support to community groups to establish
new and develop existing Fèisean.
HIE15
Further development of Gaelic medium Fèisean.
HIE16
Lending of musical instruments for free use at Fèisean
through our Musical Instrument Bank.
HIE17
Initiatives to include more young people in decision-making
within the Fèisean.
HIE18
Digitisation of existing teaching and other resources to
ensure greater access to them.
HIE19
Support for new and experimental work in the Gaelic arts, in
particular develop disciplines under-represented in the
Fèisean, and collection and digitisation of traditional creative
art works.
HIE20
Provision of specialist assistance to ensure access for those
with additional support needs.
Enhancement of skills and creative talent / youth employment
HIE21
Regular training in teaching skills for tutors allowing them to
progress through various levels and, where possible, gain
accreditation.
HIE22
Regular training for staff, volunteers and individual Fèisean in
the areas of fund-raising, governance, ICT, child protection,
Gaelic language and first aid.
HIE23
Provision of performance skills training for young people
HIE24
Support recognition for young Fèis participants through
schemes such as the Duke of Edinburgh Awards, Arts Awards
and Saltire Awards.
HIE25
Provision of business skills training for young people.
HIE26
Commercial opportunities for artists to capitalise on creative
skills base through new commissions.

See CS43 above.
The ‘Sporan’ initiative was established in 2019-20 and was delivered online during
Q3. See CS12 above and BnG3.1 below.
See CS7 above.
See CS23 above.
See CS2 and CS19 above.
See CS49 above.
See CS8 above.
See CS38 above.
See CS54 above.
See CS3 and CS56 above.

See CS10 above.
See CS29 above.
See CS26 above.
See CS41 above.
See CS29 above.
See CS42 above.
See CS5 above.
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HIE27

Provide skills development initiatives that will lead to
employment for young people in the arts and creativity.
HIE28
Provision of digitisation, collecting and transcribing skills for
young people.
HIE29
Engage young people in developing and running events in
particular, but not exclusively, during the 2018 Year of Young
People and thereafter.
HIE30
Address creative disciplines and skills under-represented in
the Fèisean through specialist sector events, engaging with
creative experts to share skills and best practice.
Audience development and engagement/cultural tourism
HIE31
Continuation of support for summer Fèis Ceilidh Trails.
HIE32
Organisation of and development of the annual Blas Festival.
HIE33
Launch downloadable app that will promote events and be a
Gaelic learning tool.
HIE34
Use digital technologies to grow customer base, such as
creating new digital ticketing service.

HIE35

Support regional and international residential opportunities
for young people to engage in creative learning programmes.

HIE36
HIE37

Deliver annual Gaelic Drama Summer School.
Residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community
activities delivered in Gaelic.
Promoting Fèis participation in national events and themed
years with a special series of events for the 2018 Year of
Young People.
Participate in showcasing opportunities in Scotland and
abroad.
Develop FèisTV, and grow strategic collaboration with BBC
and BBC Alba to support new creative content for screen and
broadcast sector.

HIE38
HIE39
HIE40

HIE41

Continued operation of Tasgadh - traditional small grants
programme.

See CS36 above.
See CS40 above.
See CS39 above.
See CS37 above.

See CS31 above.
See CS21 above.
See CS57 above.
We used an online ticketing system for Blas – The Ticket Fairy - which allowed us to
engage with customers thereafter to gather feedback.
We utilise online grant forms and claim forms for our own Grants Scheme as well as
Tasgadh and Maoin nan Ealan Gàidhlig.
From April 2020, we were to engage with AudienceFinder but this has been
delayed due to Covid-19.
We have been using Eventbrite to manage online booking for events organised
during lockdown.
See CS22 above.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s CEO took part in an online congress with the Europe-wide
arts organisation Amateo in June. It is hoped this network will offer opportunities
to young people in the future.
See CS6 above.
See CS22 above.
See CS33 above.
See CS34 above.
See CS35 and CS58 above regarding FèisTV.
There have been further discussions with MG ALBA regarding collaboration with,
and support for, FèisTV with the possible screening of events from Blas, held in
November 2020.
See CS17 above.
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We have been asked by Creative Scotland to operate another grants programme
on its behalf – Maoin nan Ealan Gàidhlig – guidelines for which have been
published.
Bòrd na Gàidhlig Deliverables
BnG1.1
Support at least 45 Fèisean across Scotland, with grants,
training, insurance, musical instruments and Gaelic skills
training.
BnG1.2

Deliver at least 600 Blasad Gàidhlig sessions for pupils in
schools where Gaelic Learner Education is available.

BnG1.3

Deliver at least 4 Gaelic training sessions for tutors and staff.

BnG1.4

Attract at least 18 participants to 5 Latha.

BnG1.5

80 preparatory sessions for pupils in GME to take part in local
mòds or the Royal National Mòd.
25 sessions for early years groups.

BnG1.6
BnG1.7

6-week drama performance tour of GM schools and a 2-week
tour of schools where Gaelic is taught as a second language.

BnG2.1

30 school sessions as part of the Blas Festival.

BnG2.2

30 concerts in the Blas Festival.

BnG2.3

Offer a new commission to a musician with 4 performances.

BnG3.1

Deliver at least 90 Gaelic drama sessions in schools.

See CS1, CS2, CS7, CS8, CS9, CS10, CS11, CS18 and CS19 above.
Over the summer months and in October we assisted and collaborated with 14
Fèisean to offer online activities in which 489 young people took part. 116 young
people have taken part in the weekly Fèis Air-loidhne to the end of Q3.
See CS45 above.
Despite difficulties caused by Covid, 324 online sessions were delivered to the end
of Q3.
As part of our conference two Gaelic language sessions were delivered by Alec
MacDonald, open to tutors.
We will be offering Gaelic language sessions specifically for tutors over the winter.
See CS37 above.
The Fèisean nan Gàidheal team are working through an online Gaelic writing and
grammar course with Lews Castle College.
See CS47 above.
Financial resources earmarked for 5 Latha and the Sgoil Shamhraidh Dràma were
applied towards the #cleachiaigantaigh programme which delivered a range of
online activities (see CS43 above for further details) to 4,377 pupils to the end of
Q3.
See CS44 above.
See CS14 above.
Another Hùb Hàb programme will take place in the new year.
See CS12 and HIE11 above.
Two versions of the Eliza film were made. One is in Gaelic only for use in Gaelic
medium departments and schools. The other is in English with Gaelic words and
phrases for young people to learn schools where Gaelic is taught as a second
language.
See CS21 above.
Although not possible to offer a normal schools programme, we organised a series
of classes and workshops online, open to young people.
See CS21 above.
The festival proceeded online, but our target of 30 concerts was not achieved
because of the online nature of delivery.
We offered several new commissions for the Blas Festival in November. See CS5
and CS21 above.
There have been no drama sessions in schools but video-based Gaelic drama
sessions have been made available online.
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BnG3.2
BnG3.3

Attract at least 16 participants to the Sgoil Shamhraidh
Dràma.
Develop a Gaelic pantomime with a tour round 5 Gaelic
medium schools.

BnG4.1

Stream at least 8 live events on FèisTV.

BnG4.2

Development of digital resources with evidence of at least a
5% increase in users from the previous year.

BnG5.4

Implementation of the organisation’s Gaelic Policy, with
confirmation of Gaelic as the daily working language of the
organisation.
Publish at least 6 news releases in the year to promote the
work of the organisation and to acknowledge Bòrd na
Gàidhlig’s support.
Regular updates in the organisation’s website and social
media channels with the latest information about the
organisation, with acknowledgement of Bòrd na Gàidhlig’s
support.
Evidence of contact with Comunn na Gàidhlig lomairtean
officers.

BnG6.2
BnG6.4

BnG6.5

BnG8

Promote the following themed years and the place of Gaelic
in them as part of our promotion:
• 2020: The Year of Scottish Coasts and Waters
• 2021: The Year of Columba

Highland Council Deliverables
HC1
Service Level Agreement still to be received at end of Q2.

48 live drama workshops for Gaelic medium pupils accompanied the screenings of
the film Eliza which was viewed by 832 pupils.
13 Sporan sessions (for Gaelic learners) accompanied the screenings of the film
Eliza and were delivered to 312 pupils.
See CS6 above.
We offered a Gaelic pantomime, Ròs Bhàn agus na Seachd Sìthichean, to schools
across the country in December, delivered digitally. The panto was viewed by
3,074 pupils.
See CS35 above.
During the summer months and October, 8 tutor cèilidhs were streamed through
FèisTV using Facebook LIVE. A concert featuring some of the young people
involved was also streamed.
23 events were streamed during Blas 2020 on FèisTV.
See CS55 and CS33 above.
We shall be adding new courses to Oide in the coming months and developing
further digital resources.
This is ongoing, daily work. Fèisean nan Gàidheal operates through the medium of
Gaelic and that is apparent through, for example, the papers prepared for board
meetings and in our social media activity and print materials.
Several news pieces have been published and the Bòrd has had the opportunity to
offer quotes in addition to its support being acknowledged. A list of all our funders
is always available in the notes to editors in all press releases.
We do this regularly in relation to the work the Fèisean do as well as our own
activities.
We acknowledge Bòrd na Gàidhlig’s support in adverts/posters and through
naming the Bòrd and linking to its social media channels.
Discussions took place with Comunn na Gàidhlig officers around the
#cleachiaigantaigh online programme to try and minimise duplication of work.
We have also been talking to them about other collaborative opportunities and
further work with Spòrs Gàidhlig.
See CS33 above for information about 2020 Year of Coasts and Waters.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s CEO took part in an online session to find out more about
plans for the 2021 Year of Columba.
We will be happy to participate in the Year of Columba and will discuss with the
Bòrd’s Partnership Manager ways in which the year can be celebrated through our
programme.
We are unable to report specifically on progress in the absence of a Service Level
Agreement.
However, The Highland Council has paid us the funds we were expecting in 202021. There have been constructive conversations with the Chair of the new Gaelic
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Committee, as well as two council officers who now have responsibility for Gaelic
matters, about better communication and collaboration in the future.
We have been considering the text of a Service Level Agreement for 2021-22.
Argyll & Bute Council Deliverables
ABC1
Contribution to grants awarded to the Argyll & Bute Fèisean
through Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Grants Scheme.

ABC2

Contribution towards Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s programme of
work in Argyll & Bute

Argyll & Bute Council has offered £18,450 to support activities in 2020-21.
Argyll Fèisean have been offered £28,760 towards 2020-21 activities to the end of
Q3. It is expected further payments will be made to them once activities begin
again.
Three Argyll Fèisean benefitted from additional payments made to Fèisean to cope
with the cancellation of work caused by the Covid-19 lockdown.
Two Development Officers support Argyll Fèisean - the equivalent of a 0.6 FTE post.
All other staff support Argyll Fèisean with a range of services.
Schools in Argyll & Bute will benefit from drama workshops, early years work
through Hùb Hàb, Meanbh-Chuileag and the Gaelic Panto.
Meanwhile, during Q1 and Q2, some Argyll children took part in the
#cleachiaigantaigh programme.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal staff have engaged with the council’s new Gaelic
Development Worker, Cristie Moore.

Action Required
Board members are asked to note the progress with our programme of work and discuss any issues arising from the report.
Arthur Cormack
Chief Executive
March 2021
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Staff Progress Reports
Agenda Item: 1.2021.02(b)

Name
Position

Arthur Cormack
Chief Executive

Engagement activity since the previous Board meeting
14.12.20 Monthly meeting with Bòrd na Gàidhlig
14.12.20 Meeting with Ionad Thròndairnis (Iomairtean)
17.12.20 Presentation at Gaelic Education meeting hosted by John Swinney
12.01.21 Team meeting regrading priorities agreed at last Board meeting
13.01.21 Attendance at presentation about the ‘Incubator Fund’
15.01.21 Meeting with Comhairle nan Eilean Siar representatives regarding support
15.01.21 Meeting with Rachel Campbell regarding plans for a cultural centre in Inverness
18.01.21 Meeting with Ionad Thròndairnis (Iomairtean)
21.01.21 Participation in a panel at Showcase Scotland
28.01.21 Participation in a workshop on arts and culture outcomes in Scotland’s National Islands Plan
28.01.21 Attendance at an online UNESCO seminar on minority languages
01.02.21 Attendance at a further Gaelic Education meeting hosted by John Swinney
05.02.21 Meeting with Ewan Stewart at Bòrd na Gàidhlig regarding Caraidean Cleachdaidh
08.02.21 Meeting with Ionad Thròndairnis (Iomairtean)
09.02.21 Meeting of Tasgadh Panel
15.02.21 Meeting of Maoin nan Ealan Gàidhlig panel
15.02.21 Meeting of the Scottish Parliament Cross-party Group on Gaelic
16.02.21 Meeting with Mairi Buchanan from HIE
19.02.21 Meeting with other Highland-based arts organisations
22.02.21 Meeting with Nicola Thomson regarding HR assistance
22.02.21 Conversation with Shona MacLennan from Bòrd na Gàidhlig
23.02.21 Attended Fèis Spè’s AGM
25.02.21 Attended Fèis Lochabair’s AGM
In collaboration with SEALL and Atlas Arts, both based in Skye, Fèisean nan Gàidheal will be involved
in taking forward a rurally focused Covid-19 cultural recovery plan across Skye & Lochalsh. This will
be an 18-month long programme of residencies, events and learning based around work in
performance, visual arts and Gaelic culture with over 50 local organisations and businesses among
those involved. New funding of £267k has been secured by SEALL for this programme from Creative
Scotland and I would hope the local Fèisean would be able to participate.
Name
Anne Willoughby
Job Title Executive Manager
Support and development of Fèisean
These are the tasks that were covered up to now working from home.
• I processed payment letters and paid out Main Fèis, Classes & Annualised Hours payments
through Fèisean nan Gàidheal Grants Scheme 2019-20. Applications for 20/21 were received and
payments were made to Easter, Summer, Autumn & February Fèisean to allow them to pay tutors
some already booked.
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I paid out Fèis Development Scheme payments to the end of the year but activities are restricted
now.
All Fèisean must supply me with Claim Form 1’s which have a tutor list, before grant is released.
I process this and it is cross-referenced by our Child Protection Officer to ensure they have a
current PVG. If not the relevant form is sent to the Tutor. Grants to Fèisean are not issued until
all tutor PVGs are in place. The Development team liaise with Sandy Gray to ensure this is the
case.
Funding was paid out to Fèis Tìr an Eòrna, Fèis na h-Òige, Fèis Bharraigh & Fèis Chataibh for carers
and/or additional tutors to ensure access for young people with individual support needs last
year. There have been no demands on this year’s fund.
I organised the Annual Conference 2020 on 25 September 2020, online. Invitations were sent out
after the programme was in place, I compiled a Guest List & Luke sent out invites. I sent out
expenses forms after the event and ensured all musicians/contributors were paid. 146
participants took part in the online training events and 53 participants were present at the AGM.
I sent out book orders to Fèisean and suppliers to end of year. Ceòl nam Fèis 1 is now available
in digital form.
I processed all payments relating to Fèis Alba. I issued payments to Cèilidh trails.
There was less demand on the instrument bank this year. Luke is looking after this now. We have
to be aware of Covid precautions when sending out or receiving instruments just now.
Insurance is provided for all Fèisean as part of their membership package and was been revised
and renewed in February 2021. Events insurance cover was organised for Blas Festival.
I normally send out membership invoices to all Fèisean after the AGM. This is on hold just now.
I support all Fèisean on a day-to-day basis with different queries and needs.

Enhancement of skills & creative talent
• Training is made available to Fèis Organisers as and when required. 15 took part in Child
Protection training on 29/30 September 2020. Individual Child Protection training is available
online. Fèis Organisers took part in an online session with Karl MacRae in January.
• All staff are encouraged to complete an ACAS Equality & Diversity online training course. Luke
Slater has been doing online website training with staff working from home. Karen took part in
2 courses in July - Introduction to Oral History and in August – Kindling Enterprise within the
Community. All staff in Inverness took part in a workshop on using Zoom run by Jed Milroy. Abi
& Karen took part in Creating Safety, a Creative Scotland workshop. Luke took part in
conversation sessions run by Fèis Rois. Luke organised additional website content training with
staff. Mairi Oakley took part in Understanding Finance webinar. Eilidh organised Confidence in
Digital Presenting run By Norrie MacIver for YMIS tutors.
• I organised 2 sessions with Alec MacDonald on Idioms as part of Cleachdiaigantaigh.
• We ensure through Gaelic Development Plans and Grant funding restrictions that Fèisean
adhere to our Gàidhlig policy.
• The annual drama summer school took place online this year, 06-10 July2020
• Luke will now assist with the additional grant schemes, Tasgadh & MnEG.
Enhancement of Gaelic arts & culture in creative learning
All invoices have been paid. I process all payments relating to Còig Latha, Cleachdiaigantaigh, Guth
nan Gael activities, Fuaran, Drama Summer School, Hùb-Hab, Meanbh Chuileag tour, Meanbhfhèis, Blàsad Gàidhlig sessions, Mòd Academy, Fèisgoil, Panto, Gaelic Awareness training, FèisTV,
YMIS payments & Blas Festival normally.
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Audience development and engagement
• Blas Festival took place in November 2020. I give financial support to Blas Festival Ltd, payment
processing, budget monitoring, preparation of Vat returns and HMRC quarterly returns.
• In 2020-21 there are 6 Cèilidh Trails, I have processed grant offer letters and payments for coordinators. Cèilidh Trails for 2020 were cancelled but we offered online training and events.
Governance, finance and staffing
• I am responsible for General day-to-day management of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Portree office.
I manage the Administrator and the Child Protection Officer. We are all home-working due to
the Covid-19 pandemic. Luke works from the office in Portree some days.
• I am responsible for keeping accounting and payroll records on behalf of Fèisean nan Gàidheal
and its associated activities and projects. I ensure Pension payments are recorded and
processed. I ensure the OSCR Return and Companies House Return is submitted in time.
• I produce all necessary financial reports and ensure claims for funding are submitted on time.
Claims were sent to HIE at the end of the first, second and third quarter. These claims have now
been paid out; all claims are up to date.
• I am responsible for Management of all HR records, staff contracts and staff training records. I
organised and attended Project Officer & Development Officer interviews. I sent out contracts
to the successful applicants. Luke Slater started in the Administrator post in March 2020. Laura
Nicolson is currently on Maternity Leave.
• I ensure that all management account preparation is in place and management accounts,
which form part of this report, are received in good time. I worked with Kaye MacLeod for the
Annual accounts Audit this year, this was all done online. Management accounts for the last
quarter have been prepared.
• I normally organise the quarterly Board meetings but this is on Zoom now. Luke compiled the
minutes for the May, September & December Board meeting with support. I have produced all
the financial reports for the upcoming Board meeting.
• Staff have been meeting online as required. We are using Zoom & Skype.
• We are required to report on carbon emissions for Creative Scotland and I have been
nominated as a Green Champion. I have been recording carbon emissions since April 2015 for
staff, board members and tutors. I updated our Carbon Management Plan in September.
• The Risk Register has to be reviewed and updated annually; this has already been done this
financial year in May 2020.
We are constantly in touch by Skype but I attended the following face-to-face meetings by
Skype or Zoom this year:
Board Meeting – 11 December 2020
Staff Meeting (All Staff) – 09 December 2020
Staff Meeting (All Staff) – 18 December 2020
Staff Meeting (All Staff) – 12 January 2021
Staff Meeting (Arthur & CA) – 12 January 2021
Staff Meeting (Arthur & CA) – 18 January 2021
Staff Meeting (Arthur) – 22 January 2021
Staff Meeting (Arthur) – 04 February 2021
Meeting with Mairi Buchanan & Arthur - 16 February 2021
Meeting with Nicola Thomson & Arthur – 22 February 2021
Staff Meeting (Arthur & CA) – 22 February 2021
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Name
Job Title

Calum Alex Macmillan
Development Manager

Support and development of Fèisean
Fèisean
I continue to work closely with Fèisean in the Western Isles and the Isle of Skye, offering support
with funding and grants, programme development, advertising, translations etc.
A number of Fèisean are offering tuition online and with good numbers taking part. This will be
extended in the coming months and it is hoped that there will be an opportunity for some face-toface tuition as we see an improvement in the Covid situation.
I work closely with the development officers on a daily basis offering help and support when
needed.
February Fèisean
We organised two online Fèisean in February with 212 taking part. I put together two tutors’
concerts and streamed them online.
Digital Developments
The Ceòl nam Fèis books are now available in digital format and Luke has been working hard to
make this resource available on additional platforms.
Year of Coasts and Water
There are a small number of recordings to be completed yet. We are taking the opportunity to
upload the songs from this project each week on social media as the celebration of this theme has
been extended to 2021.
Enhancement of skills & creative talent
Blas 2020
I prepared a report for The Highland Council for Blas which can be seen in these papers. It was a
successful festival and we learned many things in organising and delivering our programme
online. A lot of which will be useful to us for future festivals.
Staff Training
Between now and the end of April we will complete our Gaelic Grammar course through Lews
Castle College.
Committee and Tutor Training
The second Fèis conversation was held in January with guest Karl MacRae speaking about his
experience of working with children who have addition needs.
The next session will be on Thursday 4th March where I will look at financial matters and keeping
regular accounts.
There will be a tutor training day on Saturday 6th March and in addition to that we will be offering
Gaelic training for tutors throughout 2021.
Fuaran
I have continued to work with Karen and Abi on this project and have supported three of the
participants as a mentor. Due to the current restrictions in place the participants have been unable
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to record the songs they collected but it is hoped that we will be able to do this as we move into
Spring.
Enhancement of Gaelic arts & culture in creative learning
Cleachdiaigantaigh
We have offered a regular programme of opportunities since the first Lockdown began in March
2020. We have increased our online offering since the beginning of the year and whistle schools
have been shut. To date over 4,700 have taken part in our online events.
A new series of weekly classes will begin in March and we will have online Fèisean at Easter as well
as 5 Latha.
From December onwards I have held Tac an Teine online every fortnight with around 20 taking
part each time. We have had singers joining us from Hawaii, Switzerland, Germany as well as from
communities across the country.
It is clear that there is demand for learning opportunities and using Gaelic online. Something
which we will look to develop in the future, even when restrictions will be lifted.
Audience development and engagement
FèisTV
The viewing numbers for Blas are included in the report I prepared. Since November we have
shown the annual Gaelic panto and also two tutors’ concerts from the February Fèisean.
We currently looking for proposals from Fèisean tutors to develop our Oide online content.
Governance, finance and staffing
Staff
We remain working from home at this time and all the staff are working well together and making
use of technology to communicate regularly.
Meetings
9.12 –Fèis an Earraich AGM
11.12 – Board Meeting
14.12 – Meeting with James Graham (ACG)
12.1 – Staff meeting
27.1 – A Gaelic Employability session with students for HISA
8.2 – An interview on ‘Feasgar’ with Cathy MacDonald about our online work
9.2 – An interview for ‘An Là’ about Oide
10.2 – A meeting with Fèis na Linne
12.2 – An interview on ‘Madainn’ with Niall Iain MacDonald about Oide
9.2 – A conversation with James Graham (ACG) about a partnership project to develop community
singing opportunities.
22.2 – An interview with Anna Murray for eSgoil to discuss job opportunities with Fèisean nan
Gàidheal and more generally in the Gaelic Arts.
23.3 – A meeting with representatives of Argyll and Bute Council to discuss the way we hold
meeting online in Gaelic.
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Ainm
Eilidh Mackenzie
Dreuchd Fèisgoil Manager
Support and development of Fèisean
Strengthening links between Fèisean is Fèisgoil:
I have been working alongside Senior Development Officer, Nicola Simpson on our upcoming
training day for Fèis and Fèisgoil tutors and will be involved in the Colmcille1500 project(s)
Enhancement of skills & creative talent
Training events
For YMI tutors:
• 15.01.21: a conversation led by Gillian Stevenson on rebuilding confidence now that YMI was
moving from digital in-school to digital remote learning with 16 tutors in attendance.
For Blether Buddies tutors:
• 14 & 21.01.21: opportunities for new tutors to shadow our more experienced tutor during live
online sessions; 15.02.21: a further meeting with the new team to share ideas and games.
For all FnG tutors:
• 06.01.21: Training Day, tomorrow with Dougie Beck (Drama and Language), Joy Dunlop
(Gaelic), Dr Rachel Allan (Mental Health and Wellbeing), Lisa Macdonald (Dualchas), Karl
MacRae (Additional Support Needs) and Colm O’Rua (Colmcille1500: Opportunities and shared
traditions)
Class teachers opting to teach Gaelic as an additional language:
• 08-11.21: Our second twilight Training Week for GLPS/L1+2 teachers working with Gaelic as an
additional language will take place from Monday of next week for school staff from a
consortium of 14 Local Authorities. More details in my next report. A team of qualified teachers
will lead the topic-based sessions this time round – Anne Macarthur (Feelings), Josie Burgess
(Sport), Lisa MacDonald (Heritage) and Iain Murdo MacMillan (Performances).
Enhancement of Gaelic arts & culture in creative learning
I am still involved in the Bòrd na Gàidhlig initiative, #cleachdiaigantaigh.
DRAMA
Angus Macleod is working on Hùb Hàb: a wee walk and I gave him some support with the music.
Viewing figures and school uptake will be detailed in my next report. Drama clubs as part of Fèis
air loidhne are due to start this week.
LANGUAGE
Blasad Gàidhlig: Gaelic as an additional language, Falkirk
We continue to deliver our Blasad Gàidhlig sessions online to schools willing to shift from online in
school to online remote learning – this became a mixture of delivering to hubs, homes and school
classes (from 22nd March onwards). Some schools were not keen to adopt the remote learning
approach and with this in mind we are working on pre-recorded videos to continue our support of
their Gaelic acquisition in early years.
Tutors

schools
4

sessions
4

schoolchildren
236

748*

*every child was given the opportunity to take part during the ‘remote’ learning phase but we cannot quantify numbers participating as some joined from
individual homes but others joined from school hubs and numbers were not always relayed.
There were two weeks at the start of this term where schools could not take on the sessions as they needed to prepare. There are additional participation
numbers, not included here in the live session stats, in the LELCC/Inchlair nursery invited to take part through our pre-record sessions for early years.
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Blether Buddies
We progressed our Blether Buddies scheme for GME primary-age children this term
Tutors

sessions

schoolchildren

8
Tutors

93
sessions

41
adults

1

8

1

Café Bheairteis: There follows a list to date of our guests at Café Bheairteis this term:
Date
15.01.21
22.01.21
29.01.21
12.02.21
19.02.21
26.02.21
05.03.21

Guest of the week
Seumas MacTaggart (MacTV)
The attendees themselves (tech issue with this week’s guest – re-scheduled)
Pàdruig Morrison (musician)
Kathleen Macinnes (singer and actor)
Megan MacLellan (Bòrd na Gàidhlig)
Rhoda Meek (business/IT/crofter)
Muriel Urquhart (singer and teacher)

The Café’s steering group have made a short promotional video which will be shared on FnG social
media to advertise to their peers.
Meanbh-fhèis Portree High School(with ties to Colmcille1500): I am in communication with the
Gaelic department, Portree High School, about facilitating an online event next term.
Gaelic Awareness Training
09.03.21: I am coordinating three Gaelic Awareness Training sessions for the SMT and Board of
HIAL. Mary Ann Kennedy and Iain MacIllechiar will deliver the sessions.
MUSIC
YMI: each of the 6 local area Fèisean involved have almost completed all sessions.
Tutors

schools
35

sessions
167

schoolchildren
1,720

4,355

Tutagan: a new resource for schools and nurseries involved in Blasad Gàidhlig, as well as Fèisean
beaga and parents at home with young children. Kaitlin Ross is recording a new series of short
music videos, each one topic-based and including songs and Gaelic phrases.
Audience development and engagement
FnG’s Training Week (CLPL), Training Day (all tutors) and online short films Hùb Hàb and Tutagan
made publicly available means FnG may attract new audience.
Governance, finance and staffing
I have attended many online meetings among them MEPG and Bòrd na Gàidhlig’s Focus Groups
for youngsters.
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Name
Angus Macleod
Job Title Drama Officer
Support and development of Fèisean
Gaelic translation and proof-reading service for the Fèisean
I provide simultaneous translation service at board meetings and support Fèisean with proof
reading when required.
Gaelic Drama at Fèisean Review and Tutor Training Day
A review of the provision of Gaelic medium drama at Fèisean and potential development
opportunities is underway with support from development officers. A tutor training day which will
take place on Saturday 6th March will include a session led by Dougie Beck titled Dràma agus
Cànan.
Enhancement of skills & creative talent
Participation in initiatives that will lead to employment for young people in the arts and
creativity.
Employment and skills development opportunities are provided for Gaelic speaking actors through
the Meanbh-chuileag and Hùb Hàb and Gaelic Pantomime projects. Opportunities for Gaelicspeaking drama tutors are provided through Drama Festivals for Gaelic Medium primary schools
and the annual Gaelic Drama Summer School. Two young people were employed during the
production of the Hùb Hàb film ‘Cuairt Bheag’ during January and February.
Gaelic Actors Database
It is hoped to increase the number of Gaelic speakers in our database interested in acting in our
drama projects. Information and a link to an online registration form is available at
www.feisean.org/opportunities
Enhancement of Gaelic arts & culture in creative learning
Panto Gàidhlig Online 2020 – Ròs Bhàn agus na Seachd Sìthichean
A Gaelic pantomime film was made available to schools from the 7th of December onwards. Over
3000 pupils saw the film via school based screenings. A public streaming of the pantomime took
place on Thursday 17th December via our Facebook page and to date has had over 2,900 views.
Following an enquiry received from Dougie Brown, Events Producer at Belladrum Festival,
permission was given to stream the pantomime on their Facebook page on Saturday 19th
December as part of their Very Bella Christmas Festival programme. The film was also published
on their YouTube channel.
Hùb Hàb 2021
Plans to develop an online Hùb Hàb production began in December. In January I wrote a script
featuring three new songs. Katie MacFarlane was employed as an actor and singer in the film.
Pablo Lafuente was employed as a cameraman, provide musical accompaniment to the songs and
record and mix the song sessions. I provided direction to the couple via several Zoom sessions
during January and February. I edited the film in February and the production was completed
mid-February and made available to schools and nurseries on Thursday 23rd February. A public
performance is scheduled to take place on Saturday 13th March at 10.30am.
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Drama at Fèis Air Loidhne 5
I will be delivering a series of online drama workshops as part of Fèis Air Loidhne 5 which I will
begin on Tuesday 2nd March. Lana Pheutan is scheduled to deliver a series of 8 drama workshops
suitable for teenagers between S2 and S6.
Audience development and engagement
News of drama projects delivered through the Fèisgoil service is regularly promoted online via our
website and social media accounts. The Gaelic Pantomime was promoted on our website and
Facebook. Press releases about projects are sent to media contacts at e.g. BBC Radio nan Gàidheal,
BBC An Là and printed press.
I was interviewed about the pantomime on BBC Radio nan Gàidheal’s Feasgar in December and
articles about the film were featured in the West Highland Free Press, the Stornoway Gazette and
the Ross-shire Journal. Following enquiries made by Belladrum Festival permission was given to
stream a copy of the pantomime as part of their A Very Bella Christmas Festival programme on
their Facebook page which has over 53,000 followers.
Governance, finance and staffing
Meetings:
Inverness Office Team meetings – once a week. (Zoom/ Skype)
Line manager meetings - at least once a week (Skype)
Amy Liptrott, Pitlochry Theatre – A Zoom meeting with Amy Liptrott, Associate Director at
Pitlochry Theatre and Eilidh Mackenzie was held on January 19th 2021 regarding the Theatre’s
‘Tay’s Gaelic Memoir’ project.
Hùb Hàb 2021 – Cuairt Bheag: Several production meetings with Katie MacFarlane and Pablo
Lafuente were held during January and February on 20/01/21, 25/01/21, 1/02/21, 5/2/21, 6/2/21
and 8/2/21
Name
Job Title

Nicola Simpson
Senior Development Officer

Support and development of Fèisean
Fèis Air an Oir
• Fèis Air an Oir have continued to run their weekly classes over the winter months and are
hopeful they will be able to run some face to face, Fèis activities later in the year.
Fèis a’ Bhaile
• I will meet with the committee in the coming weeks to confirm their plan for the coming
year.
Fèis Inbhir Narainn
• Weekly classes continue online.
Fèis Obar Dheathain
• A successful online workshop with Gillebride MacMillan was held just before Christmas and
the Fèis are going to run a pilot series of online drama/Gaelic games sessions in March.
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Although their main Fèis won’t take place in April they are keen to support any online
activities run be FnG.
Fèis Chataibh
• The next scheduled event is the Main Fèis in July 2021, this will depend on current
guidelines in relation to Covid-19.
Fèis Spè
• Weekly classes continue online.
• The Fèis committee have employed Sophia MacLeod on a part-time basis in an admin
support role.
• The AGM is scheduled to take place on Tuesday 23rd February
• The committee are looking forward to staring a new project working with the local Gaelicmedium unit, thanks to funding of £3300 from Taic Freumhan Coimhearsneachd.
Fèis Ghallaibh
• Fèis Ghallaibh will resume their activities once face to face learning is permitted again.
Fèis Mhoireibh
• Weekly classes are on-going.
Cothrom Còmhraidh
• Our first conversation of the year took place in January we welcomed Karl MacRae, a
freelance musician, artist and tutor to talk about his experience of working with young
people with additional support needs. This was a really interesting and thought-provoking
conversation and it will be followed up with a similar conversation with tutors at our next
tutor training event in March. Out next Cothrom Comhraidh will take place on Thursday 4th
March and will focus on Fèis book-keeping and finance.
Enhancement of skills & creative talent
Pitcalzean Masterclass Weekend
• This event has been rescheduled for November 2021.
Colmcille 1500
• I recently submitted an application to Colmcille 1500 for a new project which will involve
young people from the Fèisean working with young Irish musicians and actors to produce
three new pieces of work, a suite of music and a new piece of theatre and a new Gaelicsong. The project will culminate in a virtual performance as part of the Blas Festival in 2021.
Enhancement of Gaelic arts & culture in creative learning
• I have been working with Eilidh to put together a day of online training for tutors, which
will take place on Saturday 6th of March. The day will include a variety of sessions focusing
on Gaelic language, drama, mental health & well-being, additional support needs and
Colmcille 1500.
Audience development and engagement
I continue to participate in the Blas action group as and when required.
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Name
Karen Oakley
Job Title Development Officer
Support and development of Fèisean
I’ve attended a couple of Fèis Latharna meetings and provided practical support to the new
committee. I’m enjoying getting to know them and feel like I’m learning lots from them (as with
many of my encounters with Fèis organisers!)
I helped Fèis Òigridh na Mara with some planning and advertising for their Christmas concert, 17
December. Fèis admin worker Eilidh Shaw, Chairperson Lauren Moir and the youngsters put a great
effort into pulling the video together and feedback was great.
I spoke with and helped Fèis Òigridh na Mara, Fèis Latharna, Fèis Lochabair, Fèis nan Garbh
Chrìochan, Fèis Thiriodh and Fèis Eige with compiling information to receive the remainder of
their 2020/21 grant money such as class budgets, annualised hours reports, tutor lists and
participant numbers.
I’ve been keeping in contact with Fèis Lochabair ahead of their AGM (25 February) and have
advertised through school contacts and social media.
I shared tips on using Eventbrite with Fèis nan Garbh Chrìochan Chair, Sarah-Jayne Shankland,
and helped with advertising for the Fèis AGM (8 March).
I participated in a meeting with Fèis Thiriodh, 24 February, to provide support with forward
planning including the Fèis AGM.
Fèis a’ Ghearrain
•

I worked with Fèis Mhuile and the Development Team to organise Fèis a’ Ghearrain. My tasks
included contacting tutors and issuing contracts, advertising amongst schools and Fèisean,
working with Luke Slater on a mail out, social media posting, editing Fèis song videos and
answering parental enquiries.

•

212 participants took part in workshops over 8 days

Enhancement of skills & creative talent
Fuaran
• I organised 5 hours of one-to-one follow-up support for Fuaran participants to go over their
songs with Christine Primrose, Mairead MacLeod and Gillebrìde MacMillan, January 2021.
•

I ran an online session on the recording process and getting ready for recording for the Fuaran
participants with sound engineer and musician, Barry Reid and singer and former Fuaran
participant, Ellen MacDonald.

•

Planned recording sessions for the New Year have been put on hold due to the lockdown. They
will go ahead when it’s more appropriate for all involved.

Training for Fèis organisers
• I worked with the Development Team to plan and advertise the Fèis Organiser Meet-up, 12
January, with Karl MacRae on the supporting children with additional needs.
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•

I worked with Fèis nan Garbh Chrìochan Treasurer, Màiri Oakley and the Development Team to
plan and advertise the next Fèis Organiser Meet-Up on managing Fèis finances, 4 March.

My colleague Abi Lightbody has done huge work co-ordinating Fèis Air-Loidhne and I’ve enjoyed
providing occasional feedback and practical support.
Enhancement of Gaelic arts & culture in creative learning
Café Bheairteis
I organised guests for this term’s youth Gaelic café and continue to advertise the Café on social
media.
Date

Guest

15.01.21
22.01.21
29.01.21
12.02.21
19.02.21
26.02.21
05.03.21
12.03.21
19.03.21
26.03.21

Seumas MacTaggart (MacTV)
Jon Hearach MacDonald (Jon Hearach Memorials)
Pàdruig Moireasdan (Beinn Lee Cèilidh band, composer)
Kathleen MacInnes (singer, actress)
Megan MacLellan (Communications Officer, Bòrd na Gàidhlig)
Rhoda Meek (small business owner, crofter)
Jon Hearach Dòmhnallach (Jon Hearach Memorials)
Callum Provan (Corporate Social Media Manager, Vodafone)
Alex John Morrison (Galson Estate)
Muriel Urchadan (teacher, singer)

No. of young
people
9
8
9
14
10

I worked with Fèisgoil Manager Eilidh Mackenzie, staff of Radio nan Gàidheal and Mirren Ward one
of four young people on the Café’s steering group, ahead of Mirren discussing the Café on the
programme Feasgar, 3 February.
Audience development and engagement
I’ve been providing some help to Cristie Moore, Gaelic Development Officer for Argyll and Bute
Council with planning for a series of online concerts showcasing Gaelic songs from Argyll and
featuring some local singers and musicians. It’s hoped that FnG will be able to stream the concerts
too.
Ainm
Abi Lightbody
Dreuchd Oifigear Leasachaidh
Taic do agus ag adhartachadh nam Fèisean
I have been supporting all of my Fèisean who are working on plans for the rest of 2021, depending
on the developing Covid situation.
Fèis an Tairbeirt
• Fèis an Tairbeirt’s next online Fèis will take place on the 26th and 27th of February
• The theme of this next Fèis will be trees and the committee was delighted to receive a
donation of CD’s from Hamish Napier of his album The Woods to use as inspiration. The CDs
have been distributed amoung the Fèisean’s committee and tutors
• They are offering photography, art, music technology and singing as well as a Fèis Bheag
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Fèis Phàislig
• I’ve been working with Grant from Fèis Phàislig on funding applications for 2021 projects
• The Fèis has a full timetable planned for 2021 with back up plans for if events need to
remain online instead of in person
• Fèis Phàislig are planning to run a main Fèis, their weekly classes, their Gaelic Choir, A
Cèilidh Trail, additional Fèis day workshops and an additional project for children with
additional needs, all Covid depending
Fèis Ghàidhlig Ghlaschu
• Fèis Ghàidhlig Ghlaschu held their AGM on the 26/01/2021
• The committee is staying as it was and they are also working on plans for 2021, Covid
depending
A’ leasachadh sgilean is thàlantan
•
•
•

I am still continuing my UHI Gaelic Course
Myself, Karen, Nicola and Calum ran another Fèis organiser cothrom còmhraidh on 12/01/2021
with Karl MacRae speaking about how we can best support children with additional needs at
the Fèisean
Our next Cothrom còmhraidh for Fèis organisers is on the 4th of March with Calum Alec looking
at planning and managing budgets

A’ toirt ealain is cultar na Gàidhlig air adhart an lùib oideachadh cruthachail
•
•

I worked with Karen, Nicola and Calum to run the online February Fèis series from the 8th to the
17th of February
I’ve been working on the 5th series of Fèis Online which is due to start next week, running for 8
weeks with a fortnight off at Easter time.
Monday

Accordion
Chanter

Tuesday

Keyboard

Step-dance

Wednesday

Thursday

Drama
Fiddle
Kayboard
Drama
Whistle
Singing

Friday

The Cèilidh House
Fiddle

Beginner 1-2-1 X4
Intermediate
Beginner 1-2-1 x4
Intermediate
Beginner 1-2-1 x3
Improver
Intermediate
Age 4-7
Age 8-12
P6, P7, S1
Beginner 1-2-1 x5
Beginner 1-2-1 x1
S2-S6
Beginner 1-2-1 x3
Intermediate
Primary 1-4
Primary 5-7
Teenagers
Beginner 1-2-1
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Ishbel Strachan
4 Participants
Ishbel Strachan
3 Participants
Alana MacInnes
4 Participants
Alana MacInnes
2 Participants
Richard Smith
3 Participants
Richard Smith
5 Participants
Richard Smith
1 Participant
Sophie Stephenson 8 Participants
Sophie Stephenson 6 Participants
Angus MacLeoid
Chloë Bryce
5 Participants
Richard Smith
1 Participant
Alana Beaton
2 Participants
Seonaidh MacIntyre 3 Participants
Seonaidh MacIntyre 7 Participants
Deirdre Graham
10 Participants
Deirdre Graham
3 Participants
Jamie MacDonald
3 Participants
Chloë Bryce
4 Participants

Name
Job Title

Luke Slater
Administrator

Support and development of Fèisean
• Continued handling of Tasgadh and Maoin nan Ealan Gàidhlig administration
• Continued handling of instruments and hire contracts
• General website support for team members
• Invoicing and logging expenditure
Enhancement of skills & creative talent
• Initial course of Gaelic finished on Duolingo, finishing in the top 2%
• Continuous learning of video editing software, used for weekly BCU videos
• Learned Kindle Book editing software for Ceòl nam Fèis 1 & 2
• Learning Microsoft Teams systems for technical support
Audience development and engagement
• Weekly uploads of BCU with the Year of Coasts and Water being extended into 2021.
Engagement so far in 2021
• Facebook reach - 1966
• YouTube views - 177
• Faileas Newsletter 73 has been designed and will be distributed soon
• Ceòl nam Fèis 1 & 2 remade for Kindle support and now live on Amazon
• Multiple adverts and posters created for various projects
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Blas 2020 and 2021

Agenda Item: 1.2021.02(c)
Reason for Paper
To provide information to Board members regarding the outcomes of Blas 2020 and early plans for Blas 2021.
Blas 2020
A summary of how Blas had gone was provided at the previous Board meeting. However, that was very soon
after the festival had ended and it was agreed a more in-depth report would be provided to the Board at its
March meeting.
The information in the following pages was prepared for The Highland Council. The council’s Gaelic Committee
discussed the Blas outcomes at its meeting on 23rd February at which Fèisean nan Gàidheal was commended for
its success in delivering the festival in an online format.
Blas 2021
We shall organise a meeting of the Blas Programming Group shortly to discuss options for Blas 2021. We will
keep Board members informed of decisions and progress at future meetings.
Action Required
Board members are asked to:
1. Note the outcomes of Blas 2020 and early plans for Blas 2021
2. Raise any questions they have in relation to the 2020 or 2021 festivals.
Calum A Macmillan
Development Manager
March 2021
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Blas Festival 2020

Report on outcomes of the Blas Festival held in November 2020
Background
The Blas Festival is an initiative of The Highland Council, established following a visit by officials and
members to Celtic Colours in Cape Breton and is delivered in partnership with Fèisean nan Gàidheal.
2020 marked its 16th year and over that period the Blas Festival has delivered the following:
• Employment of 4,180 musicians and singers
• Promotion of over 1,200 events throughout the Highlands
• Physical audiences of over 120,000
• A growing online audience since the establishment of FèisTV and particularly in 2020
• Economic benefit in excess of £6.5m
• The featuring of Gaelic in all publicity materials and at every event
• Access for audiences to Gaelic promotional materials including online in 2020
• A mechanism for The Highland Council to be involved in themed years
• Strategic commitments in The Highland Council’s Gaelic Language Plans.
The Highland Council’s financial contribution enabled Fèisean nan Gàidheal to lever additional funding
from Creative Scotland, Bòrd na Gàidhlig and HIE. The 2020 festival included partnership working with
UHI, VisitScotland, Eden Court, SEALL’s Festival of Small Halls and St Andrew’s Fair Saturday.
Blas 2020
The 2020 Blas Festival was originally scheduled to be held between 4 and12 September 2020 but, due
to the Covid-19 Pandemic, a decision was taken early in May by the Blas Programming Group that the
festival should be postponed until November 2020. It was hoped by that time it might be possible to
host events and welcome some audiences to the festival. The back-up option was to hold the festival
online.
As time progressed, restrictions remained in place through late summer/early autumn and, although
some were relaxed, the decision was taken to deliver Blas entirely online between 20 and 30
November.
The festival content was either pre-recorded or streamed live. There were strict social distancing
measures in place and the safety of all artists and technical contractors was paramount at all times.
Festival Programme
Although the festival was delivered in an entirely different format, the Blas Programming Group
endeavoured to offer a strong programme, celebrating our rich Gaelic language, music, culture and
heritage. Some of the finest traditional musicians and Gaelic singers in Scotland were part of the
festival and it was pleasing that, despite not being able to travel, we were able to include performers
from Cape Breton and Ireland.
Over the 11 days of the festival the following was offered:
• 12 evening concerts
• 3 late-night Facebook cèilidhs
• 3 Gaelic drama performances
• 2 Gaelic song sessions
• 3 talks delivered in Gaelic
• A series of workshops for both adults and children
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•
•

A music programme for schools
A Gaelic drama programme for schools

A list of the concerts which took place is available here with a list of workshops offered here.
The main paid-for evening events were delivered through The Ticket Fairy, an online ticketing and
streaming platform. Facebook LIVE and Zoom were utilised to deliver a range of drama performances,
cèilidhs, sessions and workshops. YouTube was utilised as an on-demand option for people who had
purchased tickets but were unable to watch live due to time differences between the UK and countries
from which there were viewing.
All Facebook LIVE content was free as was the education programme. Ticket prices were kept very
reasonable with paid-for live streams sold at just £8. A full festival pass was available for £50 which
enabled holders to access all events. A whole household was able to view the events at those prices so
we did not offer the normal £5 ticket to young people. However, free tickets were offered to young
people who took part in Blas events.
Viewers came from across the world. The top seven countries from where people watched were the
UK, US, Germany, Japan, France, Ireland and Canada. Smaller numbers watched from Australia, Spain,
New Zealand, Belgium, Brazil, Italy, Denmark, Switzerland, Argentina, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden
and Israel.

Breakdown of Blas 2020 Audience

The Highlands

Western Isles

Other Areas of Scotland

Rest of UK

Overseas

Our partnership with SEALL’s Festival of Small Halls continued for the second year since the dates for
the festival again coincided with Blas. SEALL organised two concerts and a late night cèilidh broadcast
from the Isle of Skye where the organisation is based.
In partnership with UHI we were pleased to offer the Calum Mòr talk which was delivered by Dr Decker
Forrest who is the course leader of the Gaelic and Traditional Music Programme at Sabhal Mòr Ostaig.
As the festival took place in November, we had the opportunity once again to be part of St Andrew’s
Fair Saturday on 28th November. A response to Black Friday, this initiative encourages cultural
organisations across the world to organise events during that day to raise funds for a social project of
their choice. We donated £250 to the Cromarty Peace Group raising funds to feed hungry children in
Guyana. An additional £149 was raised for the group through sales of the theme song from the film,
Eliza, which had been screened as part of the festival.
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Commissions
Each year the Blas Festival offers a commission to an artist to create new music/song to be performed
at the festival. In 2020 we were looking for artists to submit proposals for a suite of traditional music
and Gaelic song to be performed by young people to celebrate the Year of Coasts and Waters.
Following an open tender process, the commission was offered to Mike Vass from Nairn.
Mike’s commission A’ falbh ann am bàta featured music and song relating to coasts and waters of
Scotland taken from the Tobar an Dualchais archive. Over a four-week period Mike, with support from
Gaelic singer Margaret Stewart, worked with 30 young participants from local Fèisean across Scotland.
The young musicians recorded their parts in their own home as well as footage of their local coastlines
and lochs. All this was compiled and mixed by Mike and the final production formed the opening
performance of the 2020 festival.
Additionally we offered commissions to four composers to produce new Gaelic songs which were
showcased as part of the St Andrew’s concert on the final evening of the Blas Festival.
Drama Performances
The three Gaelic drama performances streamed on the Blas Festival Facebook page during the festival
were:
• Os mo chionn sheinn an uiseag written by Eric J MacDonald and performed by Maggie Smith
• Poetry by Murdo Louis written and performed by Calum MacKinnon
• Eliza written by Fèisean nan Gàidheal Drama Officer Angus MacLeod and performed by four young
Gaelic actors.
Workshops
We offered a programme of tuition opportunities for both children and adults.
Primary school pupils were offered the opportunity to take part in after school workshops with tuition
offered in Gaelic song, accordion, fiddle and clàrsach. Secondary pupils were able to take part in
sessions to develop repertoire.
Workshops for adults took place on the first and second Saturday of the festival. Participants were able
to take part in Gaelic song, fiddle, small-pipes, step-dance and accordion as well as more specialised
workshops for marches, strathspeys and reels as well as Cape Breton fiddle style, piano and step-dance.
Tac an Teine Gaelic Song Sessions
We held two Gaelic song sessions during the festival. The first was open to all ages with 37 participants
attending. The second session was a showcase of participants who have been involved in Fèisean nan
Gàidheal’s Fuaran archiving project where 11 young Gaelic singers shared a selection of the songs they
had researched over the last year.
Talks
We organised three talks during the festival:
• Chunna mi do long thar sàile by Margaret Stewart
• Calum Mòr by Decker Forrest
• Cuairt na Camanchd by Hugh Dan MacLennan with music by Gary Innes and Ewen Henderson.
Blas Team
In addition to the Fèisean nan Gàidheal staff who worked on delivering Blas, Chrissie Macrae was
contracted as Blas Events Co-ordinator. Katie Mackenzie looked after news releases and press
coverage.
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Statistics and Audience Feedback
The following tables show the main statistics for the 2020 festival along with audience ratings and a
selection of comments.
People involved
Staff
Volunteers
Contractors
Performers
Tickets and passes sold
Audience reached
Tutors
Total

Number
12
2
15
125
3,867
55,553
11
59,585

Audience Satisfaction
Value for Money
Enjoyment of the event
Use of Gaelic
Overall satisfaction rating

Rating
91%
90%
86%
89%

Overall it was an excellent programme, in the circumstances. Live is best but we all have to adapt for the
time being. Well done and thank you to everyone involved.
Thoroughly enjoyed every minute of a high quality audio and video presentation. Well done to all involved.
Thoroughly enjoyed the performance. Delighted for you all that you managed to adapt and put on the
festival.
It was a fantastic event. The advantage of the online festival is that people from abroad can take part at the
concerts and workshops. The piping workshop with Brìghde Chaimbeul was amazing! Thank you very
much for that.
It should be noted that MG ALBA has expressed its wish to broadcast some of the Blas events on BBC
ALBA. We are currently in discussion with them about this and, if it comes to fruition, audience figures
will increase further.
Conclusion
Musicians, technical service providers and freelance workers in general have been hit particularly badly
by the Covid-19 Pandemic and both the Blas Festival and Fèisean nan Gàidheal have, at all times, tried
to support those affected as much as possible through a range of tuition, performance and commission
opportunities.
While the delivery of Blas 2020 was challenging in many ways, it has given us the opportunity to
experiment further with online streaming and has certainly demonstrated that there is an audience for
the festival not fully exploited to date. Once we return to offering events to a live audience, it will be
essential to consider the wider audience which can be reached by offering quality streams of some, or
all, Blas events in the future.
We are extremely grateful to our funders and partners - The Highland Council, Creative Scotland, Bòrd
na Gàidhlig and Highlands & Islands Enterprise - who supported us through this last year and, in
particular, enabled Blas 2020 to take place.
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Financial Issues

Agenda Item: 1.2021.03
This report includes:

Action Required

Agenda Item: 1.2021.03(a)
Income and Expenditure 2020-21 with transactions to 31 January 2021

For Discussion and Noting

Agenda item 1.2021.03(b)
Current bank balances will be confirmed at the meeting

Verbal for Noting

Agenda item 1.2021.03(c)
Management accounts to 31 December 2020, prepared by Mann Judd Gordon

For Discussion and Noting

Agenda item 1.2021.03(d)
Grants pledged to Fèisean for 2020-21 and approach to grants in 2021-22

For Noting and Agreement

Agenda item 1.2021.03(e)
Draft Budget for 2021-22

For Approval

Anne Willoughby
Executive Manager
March 2021
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal Income and Expenditure 2020-21 with transactions to 31 January 2021
Agenda Item 1.2021.03(a)

INCOME
Core Grants
Management Fees
Grants Scheme
Fèis Development Fund
Annualised Hours
Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme
Training
Fèisgoil
Blas Festival
Other Earned Income
Support Cèilidh Trails
Gaelic Residential Events
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving, Innovations
Showcase and International Opportunities
Resources and Digitisation Programme
Press/PR/Website Updates/Newsletter
FèisTV
Income still to be raised
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENDITURE
RUNNING COSTS
Staff Salaries
NIC Contributions
Pension Contributions
Staff Travel, Accommodation & Subsistence
Office Rent & Rates
Stationery, Printing, Postage & Photocopiers
Utilities and Communications
Board Expenses
PVG Service
Insurance
Sundry Expenses
Accountancy & Bank Charges
Professional Fees
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2020-21
£323,310
£92,500
£187,100
£11,500
£5,000
£85,000
£6,000
£259,764
£122,500
£13,800
£54,000
£35,053
£12,000
£7,000
£11,500
£8,400
£34,800
£0
£1,284,221

PERIOD
£296,368
£84,792
£171,508
£18,328
£10,542
£77,917
£5,500
£238,117
£112,292
£12,650
£49,500
£32,132
£11,000
£6,417
£10,542
£7,700
£31,900
£0
£1,177,203

ACTUAL
£318,411
£92,500
£187,100
£16,207
£9,000
£38,750
£5,000
£224,596
£134,156
£7,635
£46,993
£24,767
£8,000
£3,000
£8,000
£1,000
£30,000
£11,683
£1,166,797

DIFFERENCE
-£22,044
-£7,708
-£15,592
£2,121
£1,542
£39,167
£500
£13,521
-£21,864
£5,015
£2,507
£7,365
£3,000
£3,417
£2,542
£6,700
£1,900
-£11,683
£10,405

£304,400
£29,282
£15,917
£6,250
£31,000
£13,000
£14,600
£1,000
£8,000
£10,250
£1,000
£7,400
£3,000

£279,033
£26,842
£14,591
£5,729
£28,417
£11,917
£13,383
£917
£7,333
£9,396
£917
£6,783
£2,750

£266,128
£20,287
£13,306
£2,593
£14,588
£7,007
£9,739
£949
£2,156
£0
£750
£7,626
£1,465

£12,906
£6,555
£1,284
£3,136
£13,829
£4,910
£3,645
-£32
£5,177
£9,396
£167
-£843
£1,285

1

2

3

Instrument Bank Maintenance
Additional Support Needs
Capital Expenses
PROGRAMME COSTS
Grants to Fèisean
Annualised Hours
Fèis Development Fund
Creative Scotland Grants Schemes
Creative Scotland Grants Schemes Management Fee
Training Programme
Training Programme Management Fee
Fèisgoil
Fèisgoil Management Fee
Annual Conference
Blas Festival
Blas Festival Management Fee
Support Cèilidh Trails
Cèilidh Trails Management Fee
Gaelic Residential Events
Gaelic Residential Events Management Fee
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving etc
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving etc Management Fee
Press/PR/Website Updates/Newsletter
Showcase & International Opportunities
Showcase & International Opportunities Management Fee
Resources and Digitisation Programme
Resources and Digitisation Management Fee
FèisTV
FèisTV Management Fee
Contingency
SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Management Fees
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Transfer to Reserves
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)
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£2,000
£1,500
£3,000

£1,833
£1,375
£2,750

£671
£0
£2,299

£1,162
£1,375
£451

£188,098
£11,504
£24,994
£85,000
-£8,500
£6,000
-£1,000
£259,764
-£50,000
£4,009
£122,500
-£15,000
£20,000
-£5,000
£35,053
-£3,000
£12,000
-£2,000
£8,400
£7,000
-£2,000
£11,500
-£3,000
£34,800
-£2,000
£2,000
£1,191,721
£92,500
£1,284,221
£9,250
£0

£172,423
£10,545
£22,911
£77,917
-£7,792
£5,500
-£917
£238,117
-£45,833
£3,675
£112,292
-£13,750
£18,333
-£4,583
£32,132
-£2,750
£11,000
-£1,833
£7,700
£6,417
-£1,833
£10,542
-£2,750
£31,900
-£1,833
£1,833
£1,092,411
£84,792
£1,177,203
£8,479
£0

£76,368
£279
£0
£44,644
-£8,500
£1,475
-£1,000
£145,856
-£50,000
£1,397
£107,867
-£15,000
£12,210
-£5,000
£37,535
-£3,000
£13,415
-£2,000
£3,931
£2,000
-£2,000
£7,284
-£3,000
£12,525
-£2,000
£0
£723,849
£92,500
£816,349
£0
£350,448

£96,055
£10,266
£22,911
£33,273
£708
£4,025
£83
£92,261
£4,167
£2,278
£4,424
£1,250
£6,123
£417
-£5,403
£250
-£2,415
£167
£3,769
£4,417
£167
£3,258
£250
£19,375
£167
£1,833
£368,562
-£7,708
£360,854
£8,479
-£350,448

4
5
6

7

8

Notes:
1. Creative Scotland funding received per cashflow
2.& 6. Gàidhlig Devolved Fund (CS) funding to be received
3. Highland Council income for Blas received
4. & 5. Grants paid out to Fèisean based on permitted activities
7. YMI income received, Fèisgoil activities online
8. Fèis TV includes Oide, expenditure still to be incurred
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Management Accounts to 31 December 2020
Agenda Item: 1.2021.03(c)
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Draft Budget 2021-22
Agenda Item: 1.2021.03(d)

INCOME
Core Grants
Management Fees
Grants Scheme
Fèis Development Fund
Annualised Hours
Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme
Training
Fèisgoil
Blas Festival
Other Earned Income
Support Cèilidh Trails
Gaelic Residential Events
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving, Innovations
Showcase and International Opportunities
Resources and Digitisation Programme
Press/PR/Website Updates/Newsletter
FèisTV
Income still to be raised
TOTAL INCOME

2021-22
£375,911
£92,500
£198,300
£11,500
£5,000
£85,000
£5,500
£274,000
£123,869
£12,100
£29,500
£57,000
£11,000
£10,000
£9,500
£2,000
£20,500
£2,599
£1,331,773

EXPENDITURE
RUNNING COSTS
Staff Salaries
NIC Contributions
Pension Contributions
Staff Travel, Accommodation & Subsistence
Office Rent & Rates
Stationery, Printing, Postage & Photocopiers
Utilities and Communications
Board Expenses
PVG Service
Insurance
Sundry Expenses
Accountancy & Bank Charges
Professional Fees
Instrument Bank Maintenance
Additional Support Needs
Capital Expenses
PROGRAMME COSTS
Grants to Fèisean
Annualised Hours
Fèis Development Fund
Creative Scotland Grants Schemes
Grants Schemes Management Fee
Training Programme
Training Programme Management Fee
Fèisgoil
Fèisgoil Management Fee
Annual Conference
Blas Festival
Blas Festival Management Fee
Support Cèilidh Trails
Cèilidh Trails Management Fee

£304,400
£31,430
£17,461
£5,000
£24,000
£13,000
£14,600
£1,000
£5,000
£10,000
£1,000
£7,400
£18,000
£2,000
£1,500
£3,000
£198,300
£11,500
£10,994
£85,000
-£8,500
£5,500
-£1,000
£249,000
-£50,000
£4,000
£123,869
-£15,000
£29,500
-£5,000
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Gaelic Residential Events
Gaelic Residential Events Management Fee
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving etc
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving etc Management Fee
Press/PR/Website Updates/Newsletter
Showcase & International Opportunities
Showcase & International Opportunities Management Fee
Resources and Digitisation Programme
Resources and Digitisation Management Fee
FèisTV
FèisTV Management Fee
Contingency
SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Management Fees
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Transfer to Reserves
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

£57,000
-£3,000
£11,000
-£2,000
£2,000
£10,000
-£2,000
£9,500
-£3,000
£20,500
-£2,000
£500
£1,239,273
£92,500
£1,331,773
£9,250
£0
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Grants to Fèisean 2020-21 at 25.02.2021
Agenda Item: 1.2021.03(e)

The following table details the Fèisean, the grants we have pledged to them and, where applicable, sums paid out and still to be paid at the above date.

Fèis Name

HIE

HIE
Fragile

The Highland Council
Fèis an Earraich
Fèis Lochabair

√
√

√

£3,029.00
£1,270.00

£3,946.00
£1,655.00

£5,628.70
£9,394.70

50
70

£ 465.00
£ 651.00

£ 0.00
£ 0.00

£ 13,068.70
£ 12,970.70

£ 7,561.00
£ 2,750.00

£ 5,507.70
£ 10,220.70

Fèis nan Garbh Chrìochan
Fèis Chataibh
Fèis a' Bhealaich

√
√
√

√

£1,351.00
£1,791.00
£0.00

£1,759.00
£2,334.00
£0.00

£5,565.70
£3,003.00
£0.00

70
30
0

£ 651.00
£ 279.00
£ 0.00

£ 0.00
£ 0.00
£ 0.00

£ 9,326.70
£ 7,407.00
£ 0.00

£ 3,724.00
£ 0.00
£ 0.00

£ 5,602.70
£ 7,407.00
£ 0.00

Fèis Eige
Fèis Ghallaibh
Fèis Farr

√
√
√

√
√

£576.00
£0.00
£0.00

£750.00
£0.00
£0.00

£420.00
£2,270.80
£486.50

30
30
0

£ 279.00
£ 279.00
£ 0.00

£ 0.00
£ 0.00
£ 0.00

£ 2,025.00
£ 2,549.80
£ 486.50

£ 108.00
£ 0.00
£ 0.00

£ 1,917.00
£ 2,549.80
£ 486.50

Fèis na h-Òige
Fèis Air an Oir
Fèis Ghleann Albainn

√
√
√

√

£1,933.00
£2,171.00
£0.00

£2,517.00
£2,829.00
£0.00

£996.10
£3,500.00
£0.00

0
0
0

£ 0.00
£ 0.00
£ 0.00

£ 0.00
£ 0.00
£ 0.00

£ 5,446.10
£ 8,500.00
£ 0.00

£ 917.00
£ 0.00
£ 0.00

£ 4,529.10
£ 8,500.00
£ 0.00

Fèis Rois

√

√

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

0

£ 0.00

£ 6,580.00

£ 6,580.00

£ 6,580.00

£ 0.00

Fèis a' Bhaile
Fèis Òigridh na Mara
Fèis Inbhir Narann

√
√
√

√

£1,235.00
£662.00
£526.00

£1,608.00
£862.00
£687.00

£2,366.00
£3,475.50
£3,500.00

30
70
70

£ 279.00
£ 651.00
£ 651.00

£ 0.00
£ 0.00
£ 0.00

£ 5,488.00
£ 5,650.50
£ 5,364.00

£ 1,439.00
£ 5,179.50
£ 1,505.00

£ 4,049.00
£ 471.00
£ 3,859.00

Fèis Spè
Fèis an Iar Thuath
Fèis Thròndairnis
Fèis a' Chaolais

√
√
√
√

√
√

£1,238.00
£0.00
£1,183.00
£0.00

£1,612.00
£0.00
£1,541.00
£0.00

£2,800.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

30
0
20
0

£ 279.00
£ 0.00
£ 186.00
£ 0.00

£
£
£
£

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

£ 5,929.00
£ 0.00
£ 2,910.00
£ 0.00

£ 4,533.00
£ 0.00
£ 0.00
£ 0.00

£ 1,396.00
£ 0.00
£ 2,910.00
£ 0.00

£16,965.00

£22,100.00

£43,774.50

500

£4,650.00

£6,580.00

£93,702.00

£34,296.50

£59,405.50

√

£3,694.00

£0.00

£865.20

40

£ 372.00

£ 0.00

£ 4,931.20

£ 750.00

£ 4,181.20

√
√
√

£4,348.00
£2,975.00
£4,060.00
£1,840.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£2,217.60
£625.10
£2,128.00
£126.00

60
40
60
30

£
£
£
£

£
£
£
£

£
£
£
£

£1,478.00

£0.00

£1,002.00

30

£ 279.00

£1,010.00
£19,405.00

£0.00
£0.00

£2,764.30
£8,726.20

30
290

£ 279.00
£2,697.00

√

Total Highland
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar
Fèis Tìr a' Mhurain

√

Fèis Eilean an Fhraoich
Fèis Tìr an Eòrna
Fèis Bharraigh
Fèis Eilean na Hearadh

√
√
√
√

Fèis an Rubha

√

Fèis Taigh Dhonnchaidh
√
Total Comhairle nan Eilean Siar

√

Main Fèis
Grant

Local Authority

Follow-on Grants
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Annualised
Hours

Annualised
Hours Grant

558.00
372.00
558.00
279.00

Additional/Dev
Fund

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Total Grant
Offered

Balance Paid

Outstanding
Balance

7,123.60
3,972.10
6,746.00
2,245.00

£ 1,000.00
£ 448.00
£ 3,674.00
£ 0.00

£
£
£
£

6,123.60
3,524.10
3,072.00
2,245.00

£ 0.00

£ 2,759.00

£ 1,002.00

£ 1,757.00

£ 0.00
£0.00

£ 4,053.30
£31,830.20

£ 2,638.00
£9,512.00

£ 1,415.30
£22,318.20

Argyll & Bute Council
Fèis Latharna

√

Fèis Mhuile
Fèis Thiriodh
Fèis Ìle agus Dhùira
Fèis na h-Apainne

√
√
√
√

Fèis Cheann Loch Goibhle
Fèis an Tairbeirt
Total Argyll & Bute Council

£452.00

£5,748.00

£3,763.20

70

£ 651.00

£ 0.00

£67.00
£222.00
£154.00
£0.00

£845.00
£2,828.00
£1,963.00
£0.00

£0.00
£827.40
£4,660.60
£2,116.80

10
30
30
0

£ 93.00
£ 279.00
£ 279.00
£ 0.00

£
£
£
£

√
√

£49.00
£0.00
£944.00

£616.00
£0.00
£12,000.00

£254.80
£2,519.30
£14,142.10

0
£ 0.00
40
£ 372.00
180 £ 1,674.00

√
√
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£4,408.00
£1,262.00
£42,984.00

£0.00
£0.00
£34,100.00

£2,625.00
£383.60
£69,651.40

30
£ 279.00
10
£ 93.00
1,010 £ 9,393.00

Fèis Dhùn Èideann

£2,588.00

£0.00

£9,456.30

67

Fèis Obar Dheathain
Fèis Dhùn Bhreatainn

£1,838.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00

£154.00
£1,866.20

10
10

Fèis Lannraig a Tuath
Fèis Fhoirt
Fèis Ghàidhlig Ghlaschu
Fèis Chille Bhrìghde an Ear

£1,394.00
£2,738.00
£3,350.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£819.00
£4,872.00
£184.10
£261.80

0
55
30
0

Fèis Innis an Uillt
Fèis an Iar Dheas
Fèis Phàislig

£0.00
£0.00
£4,040.00

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00
£0.00
£5,084.80

£0.00
£21,618.00

£0.00
£0.00

£2,081.80
£27,788.60

Other Area/City Councils
Fèis Arainn
Fèis Mhoireibh
TOTAL HIE

Fèis Thatha
Total Other Areas/City Councils

√
√
√
√

√
23

Main Fèis
Grant

GRAND TOTALS

£ 58,932.00

Local Authority

£ 34,100.00

Follow-on Grants

£ 94,431.40
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£ 0.00

£ 0.00
£ 0.00
£ 0.00
£ 1,000.00

£ 0.00
£ 0.00
£0.00

£ 919.80
£ 2,891.30
£28,760.10

£ 0.00
£ 2,390.00
£14,004.20

£ 919.80
£ 501.30
£14,755.90

£ 0.00
£ 0.00
£6,580.00

£ 7,312.00
£ 1,738.60
£163,342.90

£ 7,312.00
£ 0.00
£65,124.70

£ 0.00
£ 1,738.60
£98,218.20

£ 623.10

£ 0.00

£ 12,667.40

£ 4,728.00

£ 7,939.40

£ 93.00
£ 93.00

£ 0.00
£ 0.00

£ 2,085.00
£ 1,959.20

£ 1,931.00
£ 0.00

£ 154.00
£ 1,959.20

£ 0.00
£ 511.50
£ 279.00
£ 0.00

£
£
£
£

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

£ 2,213.00
£ 8,121.50
£ 3,813.10
£ 261.80

£ 1,394.00
£ 8,121.50
£ 3,350.00
£ 0.00

£ 819.00
£ 0.00
£ 463.10
£ 261.80

0
0
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£ 0.00
£ 0.00
£ 511.50

£ 0.00
£ 0.00
£ 0.00

£ 0.00
£ 0.00
£ 9,636.30

£ 0.00
£ 0.00
£ 8,394.00

£ 0.00
£ 0.00
£ 1,242.30

0
267

£ 0.00
£2,483.10

£ 0.00
£0.00

£ 2,081.80
£51,889.70

£ 0.00
£35,230.50

£ 2,081.80
£16,659.20

Annualised
Hours Grant

1,237 £ 11,504.10

Development
Fund

£ 6,580.00

£
£
£
£

£ 10,614.20

1,005.00
4,156.40
7,056.60
2,116.80

Annualised
Hours

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

£ 10,614.20

Total Grant
Offered

£ 206,182.00

Balance Paid

£ 93,043.20

£
£
£
£

1,005.00
4,156.40
7,056.60
1,116.80

Outstanding
Balance

£ 113,138.80

Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Funding Agreements
Agenda Item: 1.2021.03(f)

Reason for Paper
To update Board members on the status of the organisation’s main funding agreements.
Background
As usual, we are in regular contact with the bodies which fund our work and it is essential that Board members
are aware of the current status of our agreements with them.
We are fortunate to have confirmation, at this time, of duding from the majority of sources but Board members
will know that this situation can change.
Funding Agreements
1. Creative Scotland
As previously reported, Creative Scotland’s funding has been paid in accordance with our agreement for 2020-21
and we have been very grateful for the flexibility from the organisation in enabling changes to our plans while we
have been dealing with the effects of Covid-19.
Information which we received on 25 January from Ian Stevenson, Head of Finance at Creative Scotland, is in the
pages following – 1.2021.03(f) PT1 which outlines the process for dealing with our funding in 2021-22, an
additional year to our current 2018-21 agreement. We received confirmation on 24 February that Creative
Scotland’s Board has agreed our allocation of £466,667.
Using the additional £30k from the Youth Arts Fund we have advertised a residency programme as agreed at the
last Board meeting. There will be more information on this at the Board meeting under item 1.2021.02(d).
2. Highlands & Islands Enterprise (HIE)
HIE funding is being paid to us in accordance with our agreement. It should be remembered that our HIE
funding is based on a percentage of what we spend but it is expected our costs will not be too much short of
predicted in spite of Covid-19.
Following a conversation with Mairi Buchanan, Anne Willoughby and me, I put together a bid for one-year funding
to ensure our agreement with the organisation comes to an end at the same time as those with other bodies.
In order to allow us to prepare fully for future planning, we would like to commission a third party to research
examine the cultural, linguistic, economic and wellbeing benefits from the work of Fèisean nan Gàidheal and the
local Fèisean. Both HIE and Creative Scotland have indicated this would be helpful and we would expect the
research to offer some independent assurance to funders that our work delivers a wide range of outcomes which
will inform the future planning process.
A draft brief for consultants is included in 1.2021.03(f) PT2 to which agreement from Board members is sought,
particularly if HIE funding is dependent on delivering this work.
3. Bòrd na Gàidhlig
Funding has been paid as expected in line with our agreement.
As with the teams at Creative Scotland and HIE, Bòrd na Gàidhlig staff have been very supportive during this
period and a great deal of collaboration has been going on around #cleachdi aig an taigh and other initiatives.
We received confirmation on 24 February that Bòrd na Gàidhlig is offering us £145,600 to deliver our agreed
programme in 2021-22.
I am happy to report that Bòrd na Gàidhlig has also offered funding to re-establish a Western Isles-based
Development Officer and we would hope to be able to advertise that post shortly.
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4. The Highland Council and High Life Highland
As reported at the last Board meeting, The Highland Council confirmed funding - £37,974 (for Fèisean) and
£62,869 (for Blas) has been paid to us.
There have been no further meetings with council personnel but we have been communicating about the form of
contract we should be agreeing to for 2021-22.
A report to the Highland Council Gaelic Committee on 23 February indicated that officers were not anticipating a
reduction in funding for Blas. We hope this will be the case in relation to the council’s support of the Fèisean.
YMI classes are ongoing in Highland schools and seem to be working well online.
5. Comhairle nan Eilean Siar
Calum and I met with the Director of Education, Wille MacDonald, and Angus MacLennan from e-Sgoil in January.
Following that I submitted a paper suggesting various ways in which Fèisean nan Gàidheal could collaborate with
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar.
Only an acknowledgement has been forthcoming so far, although I am hopeful this will result in the resumption
of some degree of joint working.
6. Argyll & Bute Council
As confirmed verbally at the last Board meeting, Argyll & Bute Council agreed to a contract worth £18,450 and
the full sum has been paid to us.
We shall shortly be required to submit a report to the council and will discuss support for the coming years.
7. Scottish Government
Although we are not going to receive funding directly from the Scottish Government this year, the funding for the
Western Isles Development Officer has come about as a result of an extra £150k the Scottish Government has
offered Bòrd na Gàidhlig.
Action Required
Board members are asked to:
1. Note the current position in relation to funding agreements
2. Agree to the proposed research outlined in 1.2021.03(f) PT2.
Arthur Cormack
Chief Executive
March 2021
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1.2021.03(f) – PT1

25 January 2021
Dear Arthur
2021/22 Planning and Contracting Process
We hope that you and your organisation is coping with the significant and unprecedented
challenges that the COVID-19 pandemic have presented and are looking forward to an eventual
recovery and renewal as 2021 progresses.
Usually at this time of year we engage in the process of finalising your Regular Funding
agreement based on your plan for the following financial year. Given the ongoing uncertainty
due to the pandemic and the difficulties that presents for forward planning, we have decided
to defer the 2021/22 process until May/June 2021 in the hope of more clarity regarding the
duration of Covid-19 restrictions.
As set out in our previous communication with you at the end of September, the 2020/21
Annual Review meeting has already been deferred to this time and will now be combined with
2021/22 planning and funding agreement finalisation. Our aim is that our new funding
management system will be operating by then which should improve the operational
administration of funding both for ourselves and for those receiving funding.
Your current 2020/21 funding agreement will be extended to 30 June 2021 and will now include
an additional payment on 9 April 2021 which will be deducted from the total funding that will
be in your 2021/22 funding agreement. The overall budget for the Regular Funding
programme is dependent on the Scottish Government’s 2021/22 budget announcement on 28
January and then on subsequent approval of individual awards by the Creative Scotland Board
on 24 February. The outcome will be communicated to all RFOs immediately afterwards.
The planning assumption for 2021/22 Regular Funding programme is that, subject to a
satisfactory activity plan being agreed, you will receive one third of the original three year
award (as published in the spreadsheet on our website here). For example, if your award for
the original 3 years was £900,000 then your planning figure for 2021/22 would be £300,000.
Given that RFOs vary in their activities and business models throughout the year then some
organisations require the 4 payment instalments to vary in scale accordingly. The 2020/21
agreement extensions will automatically include your April payment to be a quarter of the
2021/22 planning figure i.e. in the example above, £75,000 would be paid in April and the
2021/22 funding agreement (to be finalised by the end of June) would be for £225,000.
If you require a higher or lower proportion then, by Friday 26 February, please email your Lead
Officer andregularfunding@creativescotland.com explaining the reasons for the different
amount and how you plan to manage your cash flow through the remainder of 2021/22 with
your preferred phasing. For almost all RFOs we would not expect any of the April payments to
be more than one third of the 2021/22 planning figure i.e. £100,000 in the example above. We
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will review these requests and may ask for more information or enter into discussion with you
to reduce the amount of the April payment.
We shall issue the 2020/21 extension agreements by mid- March which you will need to sign
and return electronically before the end of March to enable your payment to be processed on
9 April.
We hope that this amended process will help your 2021/22 planning and enable you to manage
your cash flow effectively in this difficult time.
If you have any creative, operational, financial or governance matters you would like to discuss
with us please contact your Lead Officer.
Yours sincerely
Ian Stevenson
Director, Finance
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1.2021.03(f) PT2

Fèisean nan Gàidheal

The social, economic, linguistic and wellbeing
impacts of Fèisean nan Gàidheal
INTRODUCTION TO FÈISEAN NAN GÀIDHEAL
To celebrate over 40 years since the establishment of the first Fèis - Fèis Bharraigh - on which all the
Fèisean have been modelled, Fèisean nan Gàidheal is commissioning a study to quantify the social,
economic, linguistic and wellbeing impacts of Fèis activities and the wider programme of Fèisean nan
Gàidheal.
A Fèis (plural ‘Fèisean’) is a Gaelic arts tuition festival for young people. The Fèisean tend to be run
annually, as week-long festivals during school holidays, with a number offering year-round tuition
opportunities. The Fèisean are run by local community-based groups consisting largely of volunteers.
There are currently 47 Fèisean across Scotland registered as members of Fèisean nan Gàidheal.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal is a company limited by guarantee and a registered charity. It was established
in 1991 by Pròiseact nan Ealan and has become an independent umbrella association of Fèisean,
currently regularly-funded by Creative Scotland, Bòrd na Gàidhlig and HIE, with contract-based
funding from The Highland Council, Argyll & Bute Council and several other local authorities and
public bodies to which the organisation provides services.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s primary aim is to offer a range of support services to local Fèisean and
assistance provided by a team of Development Officers all of whom have a portfolio of Fèisean to
look after. The organisation also delivers a wider programme of Gaelic arts activities all of which, in
some way, support the work of the local Fèisean.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s programme involves delivering outcomes across four main areas of work:
1. Support and Development of Fèisean
2. Enhancement of Skills & Creative Talent
3. Enhancement of Gaelic Arts & Culture in Creative Learning
4. Audience Engagement and Development
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s activities include the organisation of the annual Blas Festival (in partnership
with The Highland Council), supporting summer Cèilidh Trails, organising residential Gaelic-medium
events such as 5 Latha and An Sgoil Shamhraidh Dràma (Gaelic Drama Summer School) and the
digitisation of teaching resources. Its Fèisgoil service provides traditional music tuition in all Highland
primary schools through a contract with High Life Highland, Gaelic drama in schools for all ages from
pre-school to secondary, Gaelic language lessons in several local authority areas through its Blasad
Gàidhlig initiative and it offers training for tutors as appropriate. Fèisean nan Gàidheal is also involved
in online streaming of some of its events, and those of partners, through its FèisTV service which is
also the platform for Oide – an online music tuition service with a range of disciplines delivered in the
user’s choice of Gaelic or English.
During the Covid pandemic, local Fèisean have not been as active as normal, but Fèisean nan
Gàidheal has continued to collaborate with them and has striven to support artists by ensuring any
who lost work were paid in full at the same time as creating new employment opportunities for them.
The work promoted by the Fèisean and Fèisean nan Gàidheal normally reaches over 70,000 people
annually and, since its inception, the Fèis movement is generally credited with bringing with it a
number of benefits for Scotland. The growth of the Fèisean has raised the standing and appreciation
of Gaelic culture regionally, nationally, internationally and perhaps most importantly, locally,
amongst young people growing up in Scotland. According to a report by the Traditional Music
Fèisean nan Gàidheal Consultants’ Brief: The social, economic, linguistic and wellbeing impacts of Fèisean nan Gàidheal
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Forum, the Fèisean would appear to be providing around one third of all traditional music tuition in
Scotland. The movement is thought to play an important role in breeding a sense of identity and
feeding the creative industries regionally and nationally.
Previous studies have demonstrated the economic and cultural impacts of the Fèisean and
highlighted Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s role as an example of good practice in the development of
traditional music, Gaelic song, Gaelic drama, traditional dance and Gaelic language as well as wider
community development. Its work enables participation in the arts for people of all backgrounds in
many communities throughout the country, including areas that are rurally isolated. The arts have
an important role to play in increasing the use and visibility of Gaelic which has led to support being
articulated in the National Gaelic Language Plan. Accepting that still more could be done to support
Gaelic use in communities, Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work enables closer engagement with the
language, better understanding of its place in Scotland’s identity and promotes positive attitudes
towards Gaelic.
This study will measure the various elements and impacts of Fèisean activity across Scotland and
should aim to capture data to be presented in a concise and accessible format with allowances for
anecdotal evidence and testimonies from Fèis ‘graduates’ as well as current participants plus a
number of case studies highlighting good practice.
BACKGROUND TO THE CONTRACT
The Scottish Government has recently introduced a National Outcome directly related to culture:
We are creative and our vibrant and diverse cultures are expressed and enjoyed widely
Its National Outcomes document states that: Scotland is a vibrant, modern country with a strong
tradition of investment in the arts and creativity. We have world renowned festivals, music and film
industries and a rich seam of storytelling and visual art which stretches back hundreds of years. In this
Outcome we honour, celebrate and support our creative talent in all its wonderful diversity.
We take pride in being a vibrant and creative country. We see our culture, humour and heritage as essential
to who we are and to our appeal as a place to live and visit. We recognise that the arts and culture bring
us pleasure as well as other social and economic benefits. We cherish and protect our history, traditional
and rural cultures, and embrace those from elsewhere. Everyone is encouraged to enjoy culture in all its
forms and we support our creative sectors and those working in them.
The Scottish Government Cultural Strategy says Scotland is a place where culture is valued, protected
and nurtured. Culture is woven through everyday life, shapes and is shaped by society, and its
transformative potential is experienced by everyone. Scotland’s rich cultural heritage and creativity of
today is inspired by people and place, enlivens every community and is celebrated around the world.
The strategy aims to:
• Strengthen culture
[Sustaining and nurturing culture to flourish and to evolve as a diverse, positive force in society,
across all of Scotland]
• Transform through culture
[Demonstrating that culture is central to Scotland’s wellbeing and cultural, social, economic and
environmental prosperity]
• Empower through culture
[Celebrating culture as part of every community; essential to our lives and wellbeing]
Fèisean nan Gàidheal work is highlighted in the context of international work, where it is stated: We
have also supported and encouraged many examples of international cultural activity through Gaelic
(which) can be seen in … the strong international profile given to Gaelic arts and artists by bodies such as
Fèisean nan Gàidheal Consultants’ Brief: The social, economic, linguistic and wellbeing impacts of Fèisean nan Gàidheal
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal. Our work is also included as an example of the relationship between education
and creativity: In Scottish schools the growing Gaelic-medium sector has established a strong link with
the arts and is providing a range of cultural opportunities. Excellent links between schools and culture and
the arts can be seen in the Fèisean movement.
This study should consider how Fèisean nan Gàidheal contributes to national outcomes and Scottish
Government strategies for Gaelic and culture, as well as those of Creative Scotland, HIE and Bòrd na
Gàidhlig and the main local authorities with which Fèisean nan Gàidheal collaborates.
CONTRACT OBJECTIVES
This study has the following objectives:
1. To measure direct employment and earnings impacts considering those employed either directly
by Fèisean nan Gàidheal or local Fèisean on a long-term or temporary basis to deliver activities.
This would include:
• Fèisean nan Gàidheal staff
• Staff employed by individual Fèisean
• Fèis or Fèisgoil supervisors, tutors or trainers
• Performers, administrators, sound and light engineers and others contracted for events
• Fèis performers and other directly employed project staff.
2. To measure indirect employment and earnings impacts quantifying FTEs and earnings for the
delivery of Fèisean nan Gàidheal and Fèis activities through any third party, induced employment
and spend on supplies and services. This would include:
• A separate economic impact assessment of the Blas Festival
• Delivery of contracts for supplies and services from Fèisean nan Gàidheal, through Fèisgoil and
other initiatives outlined in Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s programme.
3. To measure longer-term impacts on the creative industries considering the success of the Fèis
movement in stimulating growth in various sectors within the cultural and creative industries and
in creating employment opportunities and a supply into the related labour market. This would
include current and former Fèis students now involved, or hoping to be involved, in areas such as
media, Gaelic development, music industry (as performer, promoter, organiser, technician or
other support role) or teaching whether on a casual, semi-professional or professional basis
4. To measure impacts on Gaelic language promotion considering benefits in terms of increased
awareness and use of the Gaelic language among people who engage in Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s
programme and how they identify with the language. This would include interrogating whether
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s programme:
• Offers opportunities to use Gaelic
• Offers opportunities to improve skills in Gaelic
• Enables people to agree that Gaelic makes a difference to their lives
• Enables people to agree that Gaelic is important to Scotland.
5. To measure impacts in terms of economic opportunity and increased sustainability in fragile areas
in the Highlands and Islands, including the gathering of evidence in terms of the following:
• Sustaining employment in fragile areas
• Enhancing visitor experience to fragile areas
• Creating income opportunities for local Fèisean/Fèisean nan Gàidheal staff.
6. To compare impacts with organisations of comparable size involved in similar work whether in
Gaelic/traditional arts or otherwise.
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7. To set out recommendations for the potential role of Fèisean and Fèisean nan Gàidheal in the
future delivery of the Scottish Government Economic and Cultural Strategies as well as those
specific to Creative Scotland, Bòrd na Gàidhlig and HIE.
METHODOLOGY
A range of methods will be employed in the study, including:
§ Desk-based research reviewing previous research on socio-cultural and economic impacts of the
Fèisean
§ Discussions, online while Covid restrictions persist, with a wide range of individuals at Fèisean nan
Gàidheal, including staff and Board, in local Fèisean or who are contracted to deliver aspects of
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s programme
§ Discussions with a range of tutors to gauge their perception of the cultural, economic and
wellbeing opportunities afforded to artists
§ Engagement with and survey of key bodies and individuals in cultural and creative industries
sector, including production companies, broadcasters and the music sector with particular regard
to the arts and Gaelic development sectors
§ Direct engagement with funders of and contractors involved in Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s activities
§ Direct discussion with relevant Fèisean nan Gàidheal officers in agreeing details of study, key
stakeholders, and the final format and content of the report.
TIMETABLE AND BUDGET
The proposed timetable for the study is:
Distribute brief to consultants
Submission of consultants’ proposals
Interview of shortlisted consultants
Consultants commissioned
Draft report to be completed by
Submission of final report

Date
15.03.2021
26.03.2021
29.03.2021
31.03.2021
18.06.2021
31.07.2021

Fèisean nan Gàidheal officers will convene meetings with those undertaking the study on a regular
basis to receive updates.
The budget for this project will be approximately £15,000 inclusive of expenses and VAT.
REPORTING OF RESULTS
The contract will be managed by Arthur Cormack of Fèisean nan Gàidheal. The draft and final reports
should be provided in electronic format.
FORM OF PROPOSAL
Proposals should give a clear indication of the costs and the proposed approach and should include
information on:
§ The methods to be employed in undertaking the work;
§ A timetable for undertaking the work within the proposed timescale;
§ Evidence of the study team having undertaken similar work in the past along with full details of
the capability and experience of the team.
Interested contractors are asked to submit an electronic version of their response to this brief to
Arthur Cormack – arthur@feisean.scot - by 5pm on Friday 26 March 2021.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal Consultants’ Brief: The social, economic, linguistic and wellbeing impacts of Fèisean nan Gàidheal
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Online Meetings: Governing Document
Number on Agenda: 1.2021.05(a)

Reason for paper
To provide Board members with infomation regarding the authority which needs to be in place to allow them to
conduct online meetings.
Guidance on meeting online
A question has arisen as to whether organisations are permitted to hold online meetings if authority to do so is
not explicit in the organisation’s governing document.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal is governed by its Articles of Association. See PT1-1.2021.05(a) in the following pages.
SCVO has confirmed that the law was changed to enable online meetings to take place in light of the Covid-19
pandemic:

Scottish Government legislation and the Corporate Insolvency and Governance Act 2020 introduced provisions
allowing more flexibility for holding virtual meetings for corporate bodies, even if the organisation’s constitution
did not explicitly cover this. This included SCIOs, charitable companies, co-operatives, community benefit societies
and friendly societies.
OSCR also offer guidance with the recommendation that clear authority should be confirmed in an organisation’s
governing document that online meetings are permitted. It seems, however, that there is a distinction between
meetings of Boards of Trustees and general meetings.

The 2020 Act and the subsequent regulations only apply to meetings of the members (general meetings) not to
meetings of the charity trustees or other meetings.
The provisions outlined by the Act were that:
The meetings may be held by phone, video or other electronic means even where the charity’s governing
document requires them to be held physically;
• Members still have the right to vote but the charity can require that this is done electronically or by other
means (such as by post);
• Members do not have a right to attend a meeting in person or to participate in a meeting other than to vote.
•

Initially these provisions were in force until 30 September. Scottish Ministers made regulations for SCIOs
extending them until 30 December and have now extended them again until 30 March 2021. The UK Government
has put similar regulations in place for charitable companies. These provisions are not going to be extended any
further. This means that if you are a SCIO, company, or community benefit society and your governing
document does not permit you to have virtual meetings, you should go ahead and make the changes now.
Steps to be taken
Online meetings are not explicitly permitted in Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s articles but neither are they forbidden.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal is not a SCIO but, as a registered charity, must comply with OSCR’s regulations.
From my reading, the provisions in the Corporate Insolvency and Governance Act 2020 would apply to Fèisean
nan Gàidheal’s AGM but trustees may have the authority to meet online under point 28.1 in the organisation’s
articles.
This could be completely wrong, so it would be wise to seek legal advice as to whether amendments are required
to Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s articles. If so, the relevant changes would need to be agreed and an Extraordinary
General Meeting (EGM) would need to be arranged to seek approval from Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s membership.
This could be as simple as altering point 6.1 for example, to read: “No business shall be transacted at any
meetings unless a quorum is present, in person or online”.
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If we are going to employ the services of a solicitor and make changes, it may be a good time to take a fresh look
at the articles and recommend further amendments to the membership which tidy up or improve the document.
For example, there is reference to a “Company Seal” which is no longer a requirement.
We would have to move quite swiftly as it looks like there will be no further extension of the temporary rules
beyond 31 March 2021. If we have to call an EGM, with 21 days’ notice, we wouldn’t want there to be any
question as to whether it could be held online!
We would have to inform OSCR of any changes to our governing document within three months of them having
been agreed. We may also need to inform Companies House.
Action Required
Board members are asked to:
1. Note this situation
2. Agree that advice should be sought from a solicitor
3. Agree, should amendments to the articles of the company be required, they shall receive recommendations
for consideration prior to their presentation to the membership for agreement at an EGM.
Arthur Cormack
CEO
March 2021
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THE COMPANIES ACT 1985

PT1-1.2021.05(a)

Company limited by guarantee and not having a share capital
ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION OF FÈISEAN NAN GÀIDHEAL
1.

INTERPRETATION

1.1

In these regulations "the Act" means the Companies Act 1985 including any statutory modification or reenactment thereof for the time being in force.
"the articles" means the articles of the company.
"clear days" in relation to the period of a notice means the period excluding the day when
the notice is given or deemed to be given and the day for which it is given or on which it is to
take effect.
"executed" includes any mode of execution.
"office" means the registered office of the company.
"the seal" means the common seal of the company.
"secretary" means the secretary of the company or any other person appointed to perform
the duties of the secretary of the company, including a joint assistant or deputy secretary.
"the United Kingdom" means Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
Unless the context otherwise requires, words or expressions contained in these regulations
bear the same meaning as in the Act but excluding any statutory modification thereof not in
force when these regulations become binding on the company.
"the Area of Benefit" means Scotland

2.

MEMBERSHIP

2.1

Such organisations as are admitted to membership in accordance herewith shall be members
of the Company.

2.2

Membership shall not be transferable and shall cease in the event of the member organisation
ceasing to exist.

2.3

Voting Membership shall be open to any constituted Fèis within the Area of Benefit which has
complied with the procedure for application for membership and which is tuition-based, for
young people aged 8 – 18 with a significant Gaelic language element and which provides
tuition of music and song from the Scottish Gaelic tradition.

2.4

Any organisation who wishes to become a member shall lodge with the Company a written
application for membership (in such form as the directors require) signed by the applicant or
on behalf of the organisation.

2.5

Each application for membership shall be considered by the directors at the first meeting of
the directors which is held after receipt by the Company of the written application in terms
hereof.

2.6

Any resolution by the directors to the effect that an applicant is to be admitted to membership
shall be deemed to be conditional upon payment by the applicant of the full amount of the
annual membership subscription (whatever the period between the date of such resolution
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and the date on which the membership subscription next falls due) or such sum in lieu thereof
as the Directors may determine.
2.7

No applicant shall be entered in the Register of Members unless and until such subscription
as referred to in the preceding Article has been received by the Company.

2.8

The Directors shall maintain a Register of Members which shall be kept at the Registered Office
and shall be open to the inspection of any person (whether or not a member of the Company)
during business hours.

2.9

The Directors shall be entitled at their sole discretion to refuse to admit any organisation to
membership, and shall not be obliged to give any reason or reasons for such refusal.

2.10

If the Directors resolve at any meeting to refuse admission of an applicant to membership they
shall notify the applicant in writing accordingly within a period of 7 days after the meeting
and return to it any remittance lodged under Article 2.9.

2.11

The Directors may fix an annual membership subscription.

2.12

Membership of the Company shall terminate:(a) on the intimation to the Secretary of a member's wish to resign membership or
(b) on the termination of the organisation concerned or on the death of the last surviving
member thereof or
(c) on the failure to pay the annual membership subscription within such time limit as the
Directors may decide or
(d) on the decision of the Directors and in that event, the Directors shall not require to give
any reason or reasons for such decision.

3.

GENERAL MEETINGS

3.1

All general meetings other than annual general meetings shall be called extraordinary general
meetings.

3.2

The directors may call general meetings and, on the requisition of members pursuant to the
provisions of the Act, shall forthwith proceed to convene an extraordinary general meeting
for a date not later than eight weeks after receipt of the requisition. If there are not within the
United Kingdom sufficient directors to call a general meeting, any director or any member of
the company may call a general meeting.

4.

NOTICE OF GENERAL MEETINGS

4.1

An annual general meeting and an extraordinary general meeting called for the passing of a
special resolution or a resolution appointing a person as a director shall be called by at least
twenty-one clear days' notice. All other extraordinary general meetings shall be called by at
least fourteen clear days' notice but a general meeting may be called by shorter notice if it is
so agreed (a) in the case of an annual general meeting by all the members entitled to attend and vote
thereat; and
(b) in the case of any other meeting by a majority in number of the members having a right
to attend and vote being a majority together holding not less than ninety per cent of the
total voting rights at the meeting of the members.
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The notice shall specify the time and place of the meeting and the general nature of the
business to be transacted and, in the case of an annual general meeting shall specify the
meeting as such.
The notice shall be given to all the members and the directors and auditors.
5.

The accidental omission to give notice of a meeting to, or the non-receipt of notice of a
meeting by any person entitled to receive notice shall not invalidate the proceedings at that
meeting.

6.

PROCEEDINGS AT GENERAL MEETINGS

6.1

No business shall be transacted at any meetings unless a quorum is present. Thirty per cent of
the total membership present by a duly authorised representative and entitled to vote upon
the business to be transacted, each being a member under Article 2.3 or a proxy for such a
member or a duly authorised representative of such a member, shall be a quorum.

7.

If a quorum is not present within half an hour of the time appointed for a meeting or if during
a meeting such a quorum ceases to be present, the meeting if convened on the requisition of
members shall be dissolved; in any other case it shall stand adjourned to the same day in the
next week at the same time and place or to such time and place as the directors may
determine.

8.

The chairman, if any, of the board of directors or in his absence some other director nominated
by the directors shall preside as chairman of the meeting, but if neither the chairman nor such
other director (if any) be present within fifteen minutes after the time appointed for holding
the meeting and willing to act, the directors present shall elect one of their number to be
chairman and, if there is only one director present and willing to act, he shall be chairman.

9.

If no director is willing to act as chairman, or if no director present within fifteen minutes after
the time appointed for holding the meeting, the members present and entitled to vote shall
choose one of their number to be chairman.

10.

A director shall be entitled to attend and speak at any general meeting.

11.

The chairman may, with the consent of a meeting at which a quorum is present (and shall if so
directed by the meeting), adjourn the meeting from time to time and from place to place, but
no business shall be transacted at an adjourned meeting other than business which might
properly have been transacted at had the meeting the adjournment not taken place. when a
meeting is adjourned for fourteen days or more, at least seven clear days’ notice shall be given
specifying the time and place of the adjourned meeting and the general nature of the business
to be transacted. Otherwise it shall not be necessary to give any such notice.

12.

A resolution put to the vote of a meeting shall be decided on a show of hands unless before,
or on the declaration of the result of, the show of hands a poll is duly demanded. Subject to
the provisions of the Act, a poll may be demanded:(a) by the chairman; or
(b) by at least two members having the right to vote at the meeting; or
(c) by a member or members representing not less than one tenth of the total voting rights
of all members having the right to vote at the meeting;
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and a demand by a person as proxy for a member shall be the same as a demand by the
member.
13.

Unless a poll is duly demanded a declaration by the chairman that a resolution has been
carried or carried unanimously or by a particular majority, or lost, or not carried by a particular
majority and an entry to that effect in the minutes of the meeting shall be conclusive evidence
of the fact without proof of the number or proportion of the votes recorded in favour of or
against the resolution.

14.

The demand for a poll may, before the poll is taken, be withdrawn but only with the consent
of the chairman and a demand so withdrawn shall not be taken to have invalidated the result
of a show of hands declared before the demand was made.

15.

A poll shall be taken as the chairman directs and he may appoint scrutineers and fix a time
and place for declaring the result of the poll. The result of the poll shall be deemed to be the
resolution of the meeting at which the poll was demanded.

16.

In the case of an equality of votes, whether on a show of hands or on a poll, the chairman shall
be entitled to a casting vote in addition to any other vote he may have.

17.

A poll demanded on the election of a chairman or on a question of adjournment shall be taken
forthwith. A poll demanded on any other question shall be taken either forthwith or at such
time and place as the chairman directs not being more than thirty days after the poll is
demanded. The demand for a poll shall not prevent the continuance of a meeting for the
transaction of any business other than the question on which the poll was demanded. If a poll
is demanded before the declaration of the result of a show of hands and the demand is duly
withdrawn, the meeting shall continue as if the demand had not been made.

18.

No notice need be given of a poll not taken forthwith if the time and place at which it is to be
taken are announced at the meeting at which it is demanded. In any other case at least seven
clear days’ notice shall be given specifying the time and place at which the poll is to be taken.

19.

A resolution in writing executed by or on behalf of each member who would have been
entitled to vote upon if it had been proposed at a general meeting at which he was present
shall be as effectual as if it had been passed at a general meeting duly convened and held and
may consist of several instruments in the like form each executed by or on behalf of one or
more members.

20.

VOTES OF MEMBERS

20.1

Every member shall have one vote.

21.

A member in respect of whom an order by a competent court has been made may be
represented by its receiver or other person authorised in that behalf appointed by that court,
and any such receiver or other person may, on a poll, vote by proxy. Evidence to the
satisfaction of the directors of the authority of the person claiming to exercise the right to vote
shall be deposited at the office or at such other place as is specified in accordance with the
articles for the deposit of instruments of proxy, not less than 48 hours before the time
appointed for holding the meeting at which the right to vote is to be exercised and in default
the right to vote shall not be exercisable.
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22.

No objection shall be raised to the qualification of any voter except at the meeting or
adjourned meeting at which the vote objected to is tendered, and every vote not disallowed
at the meeting shall be valid. Any objection made in due time shall be referred to the chairman
whose decision shall be final and conclusive.

23.

An instrument appointing a proxy shall be in writing, executed by or on behalf of the
appointer and shall be in the following form (or in a form as near thereto as circumstances
allow or in any other form which is usual or which the directors may approve)
We …………………………………. of …………………………………………………..
being a member of the above named company, hereby appoint ……………………...
………………………………………….…. of ………………………………...………….
or failing him ……………………………………. of …………………………………….
as our proxy to vote in our name and on our behalf at the annual/extraordinary general
meeting of the company to be held on ………. 20 ….…., and at any adjournment thereof.
Signed on …………………………………… 20 ……..

24.

Where it is desired to afford members an opportunity of instructing the proxy how he shall act
the instrument appointing a proxy shall be in the following form (or in a form as near thereto
as circumstances allow or in any other form which is usual or which the directors may approve)
We …………………………………. of …………………………………………………..
being a member of the above named company, hereby appoint ……………………...
………………………………………….…. of ………………………………...………….
or failing him ……………………………………. of …………………………………….
as our proxy to vote in our name and on our behalf at the annual/extraordinary general
meeting of the company to be held on ………. 20 ….…., and at any adjournment thereof. This
form is to be used in respect of the resolutions mentioned below as follows:
Resolution No. 1 *for *against
Resolution No. 2 *for *against
*Strike out whichever is not desired.
Unless otherwise instructed, the proxy may vote as he thinks fit or abstain from voting.
Signed this …………………. day of ………………………..

25.

20 …….

The instrument appointing a proxy and any authority under which it is executed or a copy of
such authority certified notarially or in some other way approved by the directors may a) be deposited at the office or at such other place within the United Kingdom as is specified
in the notice convening the meeting or in any instrument of proxy sent out by the
company in relation to the meeting not less than 48 hours before the time for holding the
meeting or adjourned meeting at which the person named in the instrument proposes to
vote; or
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b) in the case of a poll taken more than 48 hours after it is demanded, be deposited as
aforesaid after the poll has been demanded an not less than 24 hours before the time
appointed for the taking of the poll; or
(c) where the poll is not taken forthwith but is taken not more than 48 hours after it was
demanded, be delivered at the meeting at which the poll was demanded to the chairman
or to the secretary or to any director;
and an instrument of proxy which is not deposited or delivered in a manner so permitted shall
be invalid.
26.

A vote given or poll demanded by proxy or by the duly authorised representative of a member
shall be valid notwithstanding the previous termination of the authority of the person voting
or demanding a poll unless notice of the termination was received by the company at the
office or at such other place at which the instrument of proxy was duly deposited before the
commencement of the meeting or adjourned meeting at which the vote is given or the poll
demanded or (in the case of a poll taken otherwise than on the same day as the meeting or
adjourned meeting) the time appointed for taking the poll.

27.

NUMBER OF DIRECTORS

27.1

The maximum number and minimum number respectively of the directors may be
determined from time to time by ordinary resolutions. Subject to and in default of any such
determination, there shall be no maximum number of directors and the minimum number of
directors shall be three.

28.

POWERS OF DIRECTORS

28.1

Subject to the provisions of the Act, the memorandum and the articles and to any directions
given by special resolution, the business of the company shall be managed by the directors
who may exercise all the powers of the company. No alteration of the memorandum or articles
and no such direction shall invalidate any prior act of the directors which would have been
valid if that alteration had not been made or that direction had not been given. The powers
given by this regulation shall not be limited by any special power given to the directors by the
articles and a meeting of directors at which a quorum is present may exercise all powers
exercisable by the directors.

28.2

The Board of directors shall draw up a Scheme of Election of Directors and shall keep such
Scheme under review. All elections for Directors shall be carried out in accordance with this
Scheme. The Board of Directors may appoint a Returning Officer who shall be responsible for
the proper conduct of the elections.

29.

The directors may, by power of attorney or otherwise, appoint any person to be the agent of
the company for such purposes and on such conditions as they determine, including authority
for the agent to delegate all or any of his powers.

30.

DELEGATION OF DIRECTORS' POWERS

30.1

The directors may delegate any of their powers to any committee consisting of one or more
directors. They may also delegate to any managing director or any director holding any other
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executive office such of their powers as they consider desirable to be exercised by him/her.
Any such delegation may be made subject to any conditions the directors may impose, and
either collaterally with or to the exclusion of their own powers and may be revoked or altered.
Subject to any such conditions, the proceedings of a committee with two or more members
shall be governed by the articles regulating the proceedings of directors so far as they are
capable of applying.
31.

APPOINTMENT AND RETIREMENT OF DIRECTORS

31.1

Directors will be appointed in accordance with Article 28.2, and will retire by rotation, in
accordance with Article 31.2, except that the Directors may, at their absolute discretion,
exempt from retirement by rotation, Office Bearers (being the Chairperson, Vice-Chair,
Secretary and Treasurer for the time being in office), to allow proper continuity within those
offices. In no such instance may a Director continue in office for a period greater than six
years.

31.2

Subject to the Scheme of Election of Directors in terms of Article 28.2 above, and subject to
Article 31.1 at each Annual General Meeting one third of the directors who are subject to
retirement by rotation or, if their number is not three or a multiple of three, the number
nearest to one third shall retire from office; but, if there is only one director who is subject to
retirement by rotation, he shall retire.

32.

DISQUALIFICATION AND REMOVAL OF DIRECTORS
The office of a director shall be vacated if:a) he ceases to be a director by virtue of any provision of the Act or he becomes prohibited
by law from being a director; or
b) he becomes bankrupt or makes any arrangement or composition with his creditors
generally; or
c) he is, or may be suffering from mental disorder and either i. he is admitted to hospital in pursuance of an application for admission for treatment
under the Mental Health Act 1983 or, in Scotland, an application for admission under
the Mental Health (Scotland) Act 1960, or
ii. an order is made by a court having jurisdiction (whether in the United Kingdom or
elsewhere) in matters concerning mental disorder for his detention or for the
appointment of a receiver, curator bonis or other person to exercise powers in respect
to his property or affairs; or
d) he resigned his office by giving written notice to the company; or
e) he shall for more than six consecutive months have been absent without permission of
the directors from meetings of directors held during that period and the directors resolve
that his office be vacated.

33.

DIRECTORS' EXPENSES

33.1

The directors may be paid all travelling, hotel and other expenses properly incurred by them
in connection with their attendance at meetings of directors or committees of directors or
general meetings of the company or otherwise in connection with the discharge of their
duties, provided that such payment shall be made in accordance with procedures and at such
rates as the Company may determine in general meeting from time to time.
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34

DIRECTORS' APPOINTMENTS AND INTERESTS

34.1

Subject to the provisions of the Act, the directors may appoint one or more of their number to
the office of managing director or to any other executive office under the company and may
enter into an agreement or arrangement with any director for his employment by the
company or for the provision by him of any services outside the scope of the ordinary duties
of a director. Any such appointment, agreement or arrangement may be made upon such
terms as the directors determine and they may remunerate any such director for his services
as they think fit. Any appointment of a director to an executive office shall terminate if he
ceases to be a director but without prejudice to any claim to damages for breach of the
contract or service between the director and the company. A managing director and a director
holding any other executive office shall not be subject to retirement by rotation.

34.2

No person may receive any payment from the Company for the holding of office as a Director
other than in accordance with Article 42.1.

35.

Subject to the provisions of the Act, and provided that he has disclosed to the directors the
nature and extent of any material interest of his, a director notwithstanding his office:a) may be a party to, or otherwise interested in, any transaction or arrangement with the
company or in which the company is otherwise interested;
b) may be a director or other officer of, or employed by, or a party to any transaction or
arrangement with, or otherwise interested in, any body corporate promoted by the
company or in which the company is otherwise interested; and
c) shall not, by reason of his office, be accountable to the company for any benefit which he
derives from any such office or employment or from any such transaction or arrangement
or from any interest in and such body corporate and no such transaction or arrangement
shall be liable to be avoided on the ground of any such interest or benefit.

36.

For the purpose of the preceding Clause:a) a general notice given to the directors that a director is to be regarded as having an
interest of the nature and extent specified in the notice in any transaction or arrangement
in which a specified person or class of persons is interested shall be deemed to be a
disclosure that the director has an interest in any such transaction of the nature and extent
so specified; and
b) an interest of which a director has no knowledge and of which it is unreasonable to expect
him to have knowledge shall not be treated as an interest of his.

37.

DIRECTORS' GRATUITIES AND PENSIONS

37.1

The directors may provide benefits, whether by the payment of gratuities or pensions or by
insurance or otherwise, for any director has held but no longer holds any executive office or
employment with the company and for any member of his family (including a spouse and a
former spouse) or any person who is or was dependent on him, and may (as well before as
after he ceases to hold such office or employment) contribute to any fund and pay premiums
for the purchase of provisions of any such benefit.
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38.

PROCEEDINGS OF DIRECTORS

38.1

Subject to the provisions of the articles, the directors may regulate their proceedings as they
think fit. A director may, and the secretary at the request of a director shall, call a meeting of
the directors. It shall not be necessary to give notice of a meeting to a director who is absent
from the United Kingdom. Questions arising at a meeting shall be decided by a majority of
votes. In the case of an equality of votes, the chairman shall have a second or casting vote. A
director who is also an alternative director shall be entitled in the absence of his appointor to
a separate vote on behalf of his appointor in addition to his own vote.

39.

The quorum for the transaction of the business of the directors may be fixed by the directors
and unless so fixed at any other number shall be three.

40.

The continuing directors or a sole continuing director may act notwithstanding any vacancies
in their number, but, if the number of directors is less than the number fixed as the quorum,
the continuing directors or director may act only for the purpose of filling vacancies or of
calling a general meeting.

41.

The directors may appoint one of their number to be the chairman of the board of directors
and may at any time remove him from that office. Unless he is unwilling to do so, the director
so appointed shall preside at every meeting of directors at which he is present. But if there is
no director holding that office, or if the director holding it is unwilling to preside or is not
present within five minutes after the time appointed for the meeting, the directors present
may appoint one of their number to be chairman of the meeting.

42.

All acts done by a meeting of directors, or of a committee of directors, or by a person acting
as a director shall, notwithstanding this it be afterwards discovered that there was a defect in
the appointment of any director or that any of them were disqualified from holding office, or
had vacated office, or were not entitled to vote, be as valid as if every such person had been
duly appointed and was qualified and had continued to be a director and had been entitled
to vote.

43.

A resolution in writing signed by all the directors entitled to receive notice of a meeting of
directors or of a committee of directors shall be as valid and effectual as if it had been passed
at a meeting of directors or (as the case may be) a committee of directors duly convened and
held and may consist of several documents in the like form each signed by one or more
directors; but a resolution signed by an alternate director need not also be signed by his
appointer and, if it is signed by a director who has appointed an alternate director, it need not
be signed by the alternate director in that capacity.

44.

A director may not vote at any meeting of the directors or at any committee of the directors
on any resolution if it in any way concerned or relates to a matter in which he has directly or
indirectly any kind of interest whatsoever and if he shall vote on any such resolution as
aforesaid his vote will not be counted; and in relation to any such resolution as aforesaid he
shall not be taken into account in calculating the quorum present at the meeting.

45.

SECRETARY

45.1

Subject to the provisions of the Act, the secretary shall be appointed by the directors for such
term, at such remuneration and upon such conditions as they may think fit, and any secretary
so appointed may be removed by them.
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46.

MINUTES

46.1

The directors shall cause minutes to be made
a) of all appointments of officers made by the directors; and
b) of all proceedings at meetings of the company and of the directors, and of committees of
directors, including the names of the directors present at each such meeting.

47

THE SEAL

47.1

The seal shall only be used as and when required by the authority of the directors or of a
committee of directors authorised by the directors. The directors may determine who shall
sign any instrument to which the seal is affixed and unless otherwise so determined it shall be
signed by a director and by the secretary or by a second director.

48.

ACCOUNTS

48.1

The company shall cause accounting records to be kept in accordance with (a) normal
accounting practice and (b) the statutory requirements from time to time applying.

48.2

The accounting records shall be kept at the Registered Office or, subject to Section 222 of the
Act, at such other place or places as the Directors shall think fit, and shall always be open to
the inspection of the Directors.

48.3

The Directors shall from time to time determine whether and to what extent and at what times
and places and under what conditions or regulations the accounts and books of the company
or any of them shall be open to the inspection of members or any class of members and no
member has any right to inspect any account or book or document of the company except as
conferred by statute or authorised by the Directors or by the Company in general meeting.

48.4

The Directors shall from time to time in accordance with the requirements of the Act cause to
be prepared and to be laid before the Company in general meeting such profit and loss
accounts, balance sheets, and other accounts (if any) and reports as are required by the Act.

48.5

Once at least in every year the accounts of the company shall be prepared by a suitably
qualified person who shall act in accordance with the requirements of the Act.

48.6

A summary of every balance sheet (including every document required by law to be annexed
thereto) which is to be laid before the Company in general meeting together with a copy of
any report thereon by any auditor or other suitably qualified person in terms of the Act in such
form as the Directors may determine shall not less than twenty-one days before the date of
the meeting be sent to every member of the Company. Provided that this article shall not
require a copy of those documents to be sent to any person of whose address the company is
not aware In addition there shall be deposited at the Registered Office of the Company not
less than 21 days before the general meeting before which it is to be laid, an unabbreviated
version of every balance sheet (including every document required by law to be annexed
thereto) which is to be laid before the Company in general meeting together with a copy of
any report thereon by any auditor or other suitably qualified person in terms of the Act and a
copy of such version will be made available to a member on request.
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49.

NOTICES

49.1

Any notice to be given to or by any person pursuant to the articles shall be in writing except
that a notice calling a meeting of the directors need not be in writing.

49.2

The company may give a notice to a member either personally or by sending it by post in a
prepaid envelope addressed to the member at his registered address or by leaving it at that
address.

49.3

A member present, either in person or by proxy, at any meeting of the company shall be
deemed to have received notice of the meeting and, where requisite, of the purposes for
which it was called.

49.4

Proof that an envelope containing a notice was properly addressed, prepaid and posted shall
be conclusive evidence that the notice was given. A notice shall be deemed to be given at the
expiration of 48 hours after the envelope containing it was posted.

49.5

The company may give a notice to a member either personally or by sending it by post in a
prepaid envelope addressed to the member at his/her registered address or by leaving it at
that address, or by e-mail or other electronic means to any address provided by a member for
that purpose.

50.

INDEMNITY

50.1

Subject to the provisions of the Act but without prejudice to any indemnity to which a director
may otherwise be entitled, every director or other officer or auditor of the company shall be
indemnified out of the assets of the company against any liability incurred by him in
defending any proceedings, whether civil or criminal, in which judgment is given in his favour
or in which he is acquitted or in connection with any application in which relief is granted to
him by the court from liability for negligence, default, breach of duty or breach of trust in
relation to the affairs of the company.
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal
Creative Scotland Funds: Tasgadh and Maoin nan Ealan Gàidhlig
Number on Agenda: 1.2021.05(c)

Reason for paper
To provide Board members with infomation on the Tasgadh and Maoin nan Ealan Gàidhlig grants schemes
Fèisean nan Gàidheal is operating on behalf of Creative Scotland in 2020-21.
Tasgadh
We had £35k available in 2020-21 and Fèisean nan Gàidheal received £3.5k for administering the fund.
Therefore, £31.5k was available to disburse.
Minutes from the meeting held on 9 February are following. They confirm grants totalling £16,613 agreed by the
panel.
£8,546 will be carried forward to 2021-22.
Maoin nan Ealan Gàidhlig
This is a new fund worth with £50k. Fèisean nan Gàidheal received £5k for administering the fund. Therefore,
£45k was available to disburse.
Minutes from the meeting held on 15 February are following. These confirm grants totalling £23,540 agreed by
the panel.
A further £50,000 has been paid to us in this financial year and part of that funding has been used with a total of
£54,142 offered altogether. That means £35,858 will be carried forward to 2021-22, when we also expect
another £45k to be available for disbursement.
Action Required
Board members are asked to note the decisions made in relation to the Tasgadh and Maoin nan Ealan Gàidhlig
schemes.
Arthur Cormack
CEO
March 2021
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Panel Meeting

Tuesday 9 February 2021 from 10.30 am via Zoom

MINUTES
T2-202021-01 Present
Arthur Cormack (AC), Brian Ó hEadhra (BOH), David Francis (DF), Fiona Campbell (FC), Joanne Urwin
(JU), Luke Slater (LS), Martin Hadden (MH), Luke Slater (LS) and Siobhan Anderson (SA).
Siobhan Anderson was welcomed to her first meeting in place of Kirsty MacDonald who had now left
Creative Scotland. Luke Slater from Fèisean nan Gàidheal was also welcomed to his first Tasgadh
meeting.
T2-202021-02 Apologies
There were no apologies.
T2-202021-03 Minutes from previous panel meeting
The minutes from the panel meeting held on 10 November 2020 were approved as a true record of the
meeting.
T2-202021-04 Assessment of applications and agreement on grants
Where interests were declared, these are noted below in the table of decisions and those involved
took no part in the decision-making relating to the relevant grants.
31 applications had been received for this funding round with the total grants requested being
£28,395 towards projects with a total value of £80,405.
Prior to the meeting the panel members had the opportunity to score the applications based on
various criteria. Following careful consideration and discussion and, in some cases, subject to further
information being provided, the following grants were agreed:
Applicant Name
Magaidh Smith
James Mackenzie
Ceilidh Crew 'n Co
Jenni Wren

Project Summary
Research and writing of a new series of six stories set in Lochs
Release a book of bagpipe (and other instruments) tunes
composed by James
Perform stories from 3 historical venues around Edinburgh as an
educational resource
Receive 1:1 tutoring and workshops with Amy Geddes on history,
theory and elements of Scottish music
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Decision
£900.00

Interest
Declared
DF/MH

£1,000.00
£731.00
£1,000.00

FC/JU

Ruairidh & Calum
Maclean

Argyll & Bute
Council

Develop an open-access website with a corpus of 20 traditional
Gaelic hero stories from Scotland
Take stories and personal practice a step further in an eightmonth pilot project
Create an original series of compositions based on local
landmarks and heritage sites
Host a series of online cèilidhs with Argyll singers and Gaelic
songs from Argyll

Marit Fält

Create a free online composition resource

Martin MacIntyre
Grant McFarlane

Iona Fyfe
Scottish
Storytelling Forum
Donald S Murray
Carol Main
Graham MacKenzie
Nevis Ensemble
Rob MacNeacail

Participate in a month-long residency to explore in more depth
the TAD online resource
Bringing live storytelling outdoors to homes and streets as a
means to engage with new audiences
Storytelling sessions with accompanying singers at 6 upcoming
book festivals - either online or in person
12 singing performances in Care Homes in Glasgow and
Aberdeen
Publication of a second book of compositions
Commission Duncan Chisholm to participate in orchestral
Scottish traditional music, to be performed in multiple settings
Recording of two Gaelic songs, music video creation and
promotion to develop practice

DAES Dancers

Online dancing sessions with tutors from various countries

Dàimh

Make a series of 8 videos with a mixture of teaching and
performing

£720.00
£840.00

DF/JU

£850.00

FC/DF/MH

£990.00
£992.00
£960.00

BoH/FC/DF/
MH

£800.00

DF/JU/MH

£900.00
£1,000.00

FC/DF/MH

£980.00
£1,000.00
£1,000.00
£950.00
£1,000.00
£16,613.00

T2-202021-05 Tasgadh 2021-21
It was decided that, since there was a slight underspend from 2020-21 and Siobhan Anderson had
confirmed Tasgadh funds would definitely be available in 2021-22, a further funding round should be
scheduled in early April with another two later on in the financial year.
Siobhan confirmed there would be £40k available to Tasgadh in 2021-22, with £5k set aside for an
evaluation of the fund, the terms of which were still to be agreed with Creative Scotland. However, it
might be possible to utilise the £5k towards grants if there was a demand to aid recovery from Covid.
The news of an increase in funding was welcomed by panel members and there was a general
discussion about (a) changes/improvements to the guidelines and application forms, (b) whether
there should be a review upwards of the £1k limit on Tasgadh grants and (c) the possibility of levering
additional funds from other sources.
AC agreed to speak further with BoH regarding (c).
T2-202021-06 AOCB
It was agreed, on the recommendation of David Francis, that an invitation to join the Tasgadh panel
should be extended to Miriam Morris. As the new TRACS Storytelling Development Officer, she would
bring expertise to the panel which had been missing since Mairi McFadyen’s departure.

Tasgadh: Traditional Arts Small Grants Application
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COINNEAMH NA PANAIL

Diluain 15mh Gearran 2021 aig 10:00 air Zoom

GEÀRR-CHUNNTAS
MEG-2021-2-01
An làthair
Kirsty NicDòmhnaill, Magaidh Nic a’ Ghobhainn, Iain Mac a’ Ghobhainn agus Art MacCarmaig (Fèisean nan
Gàidheal)
MEG-2021-2-02
Leisgeulan
Bha leisgeul ann bho Sarah NicEachearn agus chaidh a mhìneachadh gun robh Kirsty NicDhòmhnaill air àite
Mhairi Kidd a ghabhail airson na coinneimh seo leis nach b’ urrainn do Mhàiri a bhith an làthair.
MEG-2021-2-03
Geàrr-chunntas na coinneimh mu dheireadh
Ghabh na bha an làthair ris a’ gheàrr-chunntas.
MEG-2021-2-04
A’ nochdadh com-pàirt
Nochd Magaidh Nic a’ Ghobhainn com-pàirt san iarrtas MEG-202021-1-05 aig Fèis Phàislig agus MEG202021-1-07 air Màiri Anna NicUalraig agus cha do ghabh e pàirt anns a’ chòmhradh mu na h-iarrtasan.
MEG-2021-2-05
Aonta ri tabhartasan
Bha 8 iarrtasan ann a’ sireadh taic luach £58,637 mu choinneaimh phròiseactan luach £107,166 uile gu lèir.
An dèidh beachdachadh gu cùramach air na h-iarrtasan, cho math ‘s a fhreagair iad air amasan an stòrais
agus na comharran a thug buill a’ phanail dhaibh air thoiseach air a’ choinneimh, chaidh aontachadh ris na
tabhartasan a leanas:
Ainm an tagraiche
Rachael Macintyre
Artair Donald
Mary Ann Kennedy

Gearr-chunntas air a' phròiseict
Taisbeanadh a chruthachadh le dannsa agus thèatar stèidhichte air dualchas
na Gàidhlig an-diugh san àm a dh'fhalbh
Sreath bhideothan leis na daoine fuadain Dolina agus DI agus aoighean
Goireasan ionnsachaidh agus taisbeanaidhean a' toirt Seònaid NicLachlainn
gu aire dhaoine

Suim
aontaichte
£14,040.00
£4,500.00
£5,000.00
£23,540.00

MEG-2021-2-06
Maoin nan Ealan Gàidhlig san àm ri teachd
Chaidh a dhearbhadh gu bheil Alba Chruthachail air taic a chumail ri Maoin nan Ealan Gàidhlig airson
bliadhna eile agus gum bitheamaid ag amas air dà chuairt eile a chur air dòigh ro 31.03.2022.
MEG-2021-2-07
GISBE
Thog Magaidh Nic a’ Ghobhainn ceist mu cuin’ a bhios an ath chuairt ann agus mhìnich Art MacCarmaig gun
cuireadh e fios ach, leis gun robh cinnt ann mu mhaoin, gun gabhadh a’ chiad chuairt a chur air dòigh tràth
sa bhliadhn’ ùr ionmhais. Bha buill a’ phanail riaraichte a chumail romhpa agus thugadh taing dhaibh uile.
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